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CHAPTER I 

m^ODUCTIOH 

Values of Photography
Photography first came into the schools as an extra** 

curricular activity such as photography‘clubs and school 
press photographers, It is a historical fact that the 
extr&eurriouluni has boon created ty the students, and tho 
curriculum, by the educators. . But it Is far from true that 
the curriculum has certain magic qualities and values that 
the extracurriculum docs not possess. Assuming that pho- 
togmphy first came into the schools, as a means of play or : 
recreation, we must then define play as simply purposive 
activity engaged in for: its o m  salco, with its greatest 
value lying in the student's expression and satisfaction of 
his o m  inner impulse. /: 1 " :

A child turned loose may amuse himself for a while, " 
but soon he beoomos bored with too much ■undirected freedom. 
Hero is the point: our students must learn to play with a
purpose. In teaching photography v;o educate our boys and 
girls to be participators rather than spectators. One of 
the great faults of high school athletics, and particularly 
of football, has been that it is organized largely for the
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spectator rather than for the participant# Photography as 
a means of recreation, in the many degrees of interest, 
may ran from the student who plans to become a serious a m -  
toiir photographer to th® girl v/ho just wants to take good 
pictures. Kano® in organizing our photography ourrieulum. 
we must plan a course with a view to recreational values,
A curriculum organized and selected for recreational values 
is simply a curriculum organised and selected for life 
values.

Photography should be offered not only as an extra- 
curriculum activity, but also as part of the regular cur
riculum, It has often been said that in educating for rec
reation we should lead young people into pursuits which they 
will be able to carry on for their entire lives. Tills means 
that photography should serve not only as a moans of amuse
ment and enjoying the intellectual resources of civiliza
tion, but also as a means of adjustment in life. Part of 
the study of photography should be the learning to use pic
ture galleries, appreciation of the beauty in nature, and 
a means of expressing oneself through the medium of photog
raphy, .

To be sure, we have stressed the recreational values 
of photography because this subject lends itself most read
ily to the techniques of amusement in life for most of the 
students. As a vocation, photography has rich
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possibilities. One v/ho understando the principles and tech- 
hlqwBB ©f photography nay be sure to earn a good living.1

Photographic training stimulates and encourages intel
ligent observation of important matters and taps other 
areas, thereby resulting in a broadening of the interests 
of the student and Increasing his emtact with the world at 
large. While few students; Sseide to beedae professional : 
photographers, it does have some exploratory value in that 
-some students who think they would like to become photog
raphers realise the difficult road ahead. It bring# out 
the advantages and disadvantages of this vocation;

The increasing amount of unoccupied time that many boys 
and girls now have is a growing problem for the educators. 
Too many people are "buying” their entertainment simply be
cause they have no other satisfying or profitable leisure- 
time activity. Photography has become a hobby enjoyed by 
people1- the w@eid dwr. It has justified it self in terms 
of the satisfaction it brings to those who, duo to the na
ture of their vocations, d® not imvo a chance to do any r1 
real creative irork, m e h  less artistic work. In this sense 
l&otography cam become not only ah activity to be engaged 
in during leisure time, but a stimulus to the individual to 
become increasingly sensitive to the beauty of commonplace 
things about him. - - -- - - •

In photography the student may perform publio service.



Ho may work with a group on the photographic history of his 
school, the school yearbook, the school newspaper, and the 
Junior Red Cross, In some schools they are photographing 
each student for their records. There are many other ways 
that photography will be instrumental in serving both the 
school and tho student. Education must have a moral out
come. If it fails here, it fails completely* This much is 
evident from the conception of education as the molding of 
life and the shaping of action* More knowledge, wider 
understanding, higher expertness are desirable because they 
make possible a superior level of life and behavior* What 
really is demanded is cooperativeness, the ability to cre
ate for oneself ways and desirous social action, and a 
flexible way of adapting oneself to social requirements.

Photography expresses itself best and most character
istically in social situations* It is extraordinarily us
able in all kinds of life situations. When a person is 
taught photography, he is given something Ai c h  he can use 
in a great many ways. This dlotinction must bo considered 
if wo are to build a course whose values are determined by 
life use. Photography contributes toward this objective* 
The daily working together, which each individual must d© 
to accomplish results in a course in photography, teaches 
habits of adaptation and cooperation such as are typical of 
developing good personalities." In fact, photograph!#
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Tallies are dissipated when social experience is lacking.
We live in a pictorial age. The magazines Life. Look. 

Click, and others of the same type use more space for pic
tures than they do for printed material. There is a dis
tinct need for some type of training which will aid the 
consumer In evaluating,magazine, newspaper, and advertising 
not only as regards their technical quality, hut also their 
truthfulness. Perhaps the greatest tribute that could he 
paid to toy educational device, can he extended to photog
raphy in this respect. Scarcely is there a purchase made 
from a catalog without first reviewing the picture.

Success in photography.is not achieved by random pic
ture making and careless laboratory practice. Good work 
habits are important. When well directed, photography can 
exemplify what education can be at its best.

Place of Photography in the 
School Gurrioulum

In the curriculum of the junior and senior high school 
there is no place for another subject which comes without 
the best of recommendations and without the promise of be
coming a. fruitful educational experience for all who engage 
in it. Photography will not be a cure-all to any one 
course. It must take. Its proper position in the Industrial 
arte laboratory. It must add to the program, and in so do
ing must be added to and enlarged. If we wish to include
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photography in the industrial arts field, v/e must be pro* 
pared to offer ample justification for this not? training.

fbe primary purpose of education is to develdp our 
young people into happy, useful, and successful citizens;
A happy, useful, and successful life involves the posses
sion of certain desirable ideals, attitudes, habits, and 
accomplishments. It is toward the development of these that 
our efforts must be directed. In formulating the reasons 
why photography should have a place in the industrial arts 
laboratory and in the curriculum, v/e have not thought it 
necessary to list every kno\m human virtue, but rather to 
list only those things for which ,the instructor is ready to 
assume a large share of responsibility, and for the attain
ment of which he can provide adequate experiences. The ob
jectives of photography should not be thought of as remote 
and vague educational ideals but as the list of changes we, 
as teachers, shall endeavor to make in the lives of the stu
dents. It is far better to have a definite statement of a 
few objectives which v/e will strive to attain than to set 
up a large number of objectives and depend upon Incidental 
learning, in connection with the development of skills, to 
realize them. Virtue does not lie in stating a great num
ber of•objectives, but in the actual realization of at least 
a f ew of them* ' ■ ; . '

With this idea in mind, lot us first answer these t v m
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questions: (1) T/hat is an industrial art? fh® test q o-
oepted definition-of an industrial art is the following:

2!he industrial" arts are those occupations 
by \sihich changes are made in the forms of ma
terials to increase their values for human usage.
As a subject for educative purposes, Industrial 
arts is a study of the changes made by man in the 
forms of materials to increase their values and 1 
of the problems of life related to those changes.*
The second question v/e \7ish to answer is: (2) V/hat is

photography? Photography is the art or process of producing 
a permanent Image, whether negative or positive, on a sen
sitized surface by physical and chemical means. To go fur
ther, this process inclines the sensitizing of materials, the 
exposure of these materials under proper ooatrol, the de
veloping of them, and fixing to insure permanence.

From this we see that photography meets the qualifica
tions of the definition of an industrial art in two 'ways.
It Is necessary to make a change in materials in order to 
produce equipment and materials so that they may be made 
useful for photographic use. The second change in the ma
terials occurs when the photographer increases their value 
for human usage— whether it be a published picture in a 
newspaper, a technical photograph in a textbook, or a pic
ture of the family.

We should give the junior and senior high school

ITWnser, Frederiok G. ani Mosoman, Lois Coffey. Indus- 
trial Arts for Klomontary Schools, p. 5.
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students an opportunity to study one of the moat progres
sive industries of our time. Somo folks may ask* "Is the 
industrial arts laboratory the best place to do this?" As 
stated by Vaughn and Mays, it is the duty of industrial arts
to . ■ ; : - . _

provide a fund of information and experience re
lating to materials, processes, methods of manu
facturing, opportunities for employment and suc
cess, etev of certain fundamental industries.2
It is the function of the industrial arts work to sup

plement and aid general education in realising Its aims.
The things for which the industrial arts teacher should as
sume a large measure of responsibility may bo stated as fol
lows:

1# To develop in each pupil an active interest in In
dustrial life and in tho methods of production and distribu
tion. "

2. To develop in each pupil tho ability to select
wisely, care for, and use properly the things he buys or 
uses. ' " - ' ■

3. To develop in each pupil an attitude of good work
manship and good design.

To develop in each pupil an attitude of pride or 
interest in his ability to do useful things. 2

2. Vaughn, Samuel and Stays', iirthur B. Contents and 
Methods of the Industrial Arts, p. 3/.
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5. To develop in .eaoh pupil a feeling of self-reliance 
and oonfldenoe In hla ability to deal with people and to 
care for himself in an unusual or unfamiliar situation*

6* develop in eaoh pupil the habit of am orderly 
methM of procedure in the. performance of any task,

7» To develop in each pupil the habit of self- 
discipline whieh requires one to do a thing when it should 
be done, who^er it is a pleasant task or not,

8* To develop in each.pupil the habit of careful, 
thov^htful work without loitering or wasting time (industry), 

9, To develop in each pupil an attitude of readiness to 
.assist others idiea they need help, and to join in group 
undertakings,(cooperation),

10, To develop in each pupil a thoughtful attitude in 
the matter cf making things easy and pleasant for others,

11, To develop in each pupil a knowledge and under
standing of mechanical drawing, the interpretation of the 
conventions in drawings and working diagrams, and the abil
ity to exproaa his ideas by means of a drawing,

12, To develop in ©aoh pupil elementary skills in the 
use of the more common tools and machines in modifying and
handling materials, and an understanding of some of the

. 3imro common construction problems,

ihaorican Vocational Association, Industrial Arts iaeo- 
tion 1934, Standards of Attainment in Industrial 
Arts Teaching, p, 1^,
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!Ehese, then, or© the objeotivca of the industrial-arts 
teaeher®, By adding photography to our present program, can 
we meet them? Does photography Itself meet the objectives? 
The investigator feels that, as teachers of industrial arts, 
we cannot fully meet these objectives unless we do include 
photography in our program.'

In the photographic area of industrial-arts education, 
we may Interpret the objectives of photography to mean:

Objective 1. To develop photography os a worthwhile 
leisure-time activity.

The increasing amount of unoccupied time that many boys 
and girls now have is a growing problem for educators* Too 
many people are "buying* their entertainment simply because 
they have no other satisfying or profitable leisure-time 
activity. Photography has become a hobby enjoyed by people 
the world over. It has justified Itself in terms of the 
satisfaction it brings to those who, due to the nature of 
their vocations, do not have a chance to do any real creative 
work, much less artistic work. In this sense photography can 
become not only an activity to be engaged in during leisure 
tine, but also a stimulus to the individual to become In
creasingly sensitive to the beauty of commonplace things 
about him.

Objective 2, To improve the ability of the amateur 
photographer.
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Those who oonalder setting up q program in photos-, 
raphyshouM constantly keep in mind the fact that most of 
those who enroll in the course want a practical understand
ing and knowledge of how to make hotter pictures. Studies 
of interests of secondary-school boys show a relatively 
high index ©f Interest in photography as compared with 
other school subjects. It has the advantage of being diffi
cult enough to challenge effort, yet easy enough to accom
plish satisfactory results#

Objective 3• To exploit the possibilities of photog
raphy as a group activity#

Under this objective the student may perform many pub
lic services. Ho may work with a group on tho photographic 
history of his school, the school yearbook, the school news
paper, and the Junior Bed Cross. He may cooperate with the 
graphic-arts instructor in preparing a series of photo- 
murals depleting the history of photography. He may work 
as a member of a group in preparing a series of slides 
showing different techniques in photography. Some schools 
are photographing each students for their records# There 
are many ways that photography will be instrumental in 
serving both the school and the student*

Objective 4* To integrate information drawn from 
other related fields #

Photographic training stimulates and encourages



Intelligent observation of important - matters and taps other 
areas, thereby resulting in a broadening of the Interests 
of the student and -Increasing his contact with the world at 
largo. Tdiile fev/ students decide to becom professional 
photographers, it does have some exploratory value in that 
some students who think they would like to become photog- . - 
raphora realize the difficult road ahead. It brings out the 
advantages and disadvantages of this vocation.

Objective $. To teach students how to look at pictures. 
We live in a pictorial age. The magazines Life, Look. 

Click, and others of the same type use more space for pic
tures than they do for printed material. There is a distinct 
need for some type of training will oh will aid the consumer 
to evaluate magazine, newspaper, and advertising photographs 
not only as regards to their technical quality, but also 
their truthfulness. : ■

Objective 6. To encourage desirable habits of work* 
Success in photography is not ordinarily achieved by 

random picture making and careless laboratory practice. 
Certain traits and work habits which are necessary for the 
best quality of work In photography are listed below. Moot 
of these traits and abilities are important in all fields 
of endeavor.- The teacher should make this clear, and should 
teach for transfer.
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-K ClewnlisBas— ossontial from loading the camera to j^e- 
.senting the print. - _ - ;r —

o« Aoewaey— in making zasasureasnts, focusing, timing, and 
DO forth. ; . , ..-V, /V:̂

d# Heatness— especially important in preparing vork t&s ®x«
.* hlbit ion.- . v r ' ̂ ̂ "T , . „ ■ x ...

o* Ability to meet people and to doal.with human subjecte.
f♦ Originality— -the ability to present ordinary subjects

, -  "  1 " • " "  -

from a fresh point of view.
g. Pride in oraftmmnmhlp#
h. An active, inquiring mind* ' •

When the worker In photography grows careless or hasty 
in his ‘work," the results ere immediately evident In the'"* 
product of his labor. preaching on the part of tho teach
er is necessary to make the student see that his work is 
poor, for concrete evidences of faulty craftwanship appear 
for all to see* On the other hand, a v/oll-mounted, proper
ly-exposed and developed print is material evidence of a 
good piece of work; and the student immediately enjoys the 
regard of careful craftsmanship.

Objective 7. f© develop in each pupil the ability to 
select, car® for, and use properly the tools of photography,
; This is sometimes referred to in.less specifio terms 
as "consumer knowledge." In connection with such training 
we should emphasize the car© of clothing, shoes, and other

a. Observation— *tho ability to see pictorial possibilities.
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personal belongings* The purpose should be to establish a 
earetui, thoughtful attitude in order to avoid waste and 
to seeure the greatest possible serviee from the things we 
buy and us®.

In view of the above objectives, it should be evident 
that a photography program can contribute richly to the aims 
of general education. Certainly the possibilities of in
struction in this subject merit the consideration of all
teachers interested in expanding the use of visual aids in

4the shop and the school. 1

Problem of Study
The problem is to develop a workbook that will take 

the senior high school student through a series of advancing 
cycles of problems and experiments to an understanding of 
the fundamentals of photography.

The investigator has also the problem of investigating 
previous studies and other pertinent literature to deter
mine the nature and scop® of photography, and its possibil
ities as subject matter in the industrial-arts program*

An attempt has been made to keep the nature of the 
findings within the comprehension of the senior high school 
student, and provide skills and knowledge to insure a ;

4. Goldstein, Harry A. "Phoiograpliy in tiur Schools.M.
National Printing Education Journal, October, 1944*
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reasonable decree of success In photography.
It Id the intention of the investigator to survey the 

many ramifications of photography, together with its tech
niques, so that more teachers will be encouraged, to insti
tute such a program. ,

Limitations of This Study 
Due to the extent of the photographic arts, this 

thesis has been limited to those phases of photography that 
are especially Important to amateurs, and vSiioh also are of 
value to the Individual #10 has serious intentions of using 
his knowledge either as an aid to his chosen vocation or 
as a vocation Itself.

" ■ Procedure
The procedure for studying this problem is as follows:
1, Survey all of the jiiotographic fields to determine 

the various units that should be taught to the amateur pho
tographer on the basis of Wwhat he wants to know11 and "what 
he should know.M This was done by surveying the available 
literature and the questions asked by students.

2, Investigate the history of photography, its origin 
and development. This was done by a study of available 
liternturo.

3, Discover the processes necessary for a broad under
standing and appreciation of photography. This has been
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Bopomplished by a study of available literature and through 
experlnenta oarried on for two years,

4. Present information that will be of value to future 
photographic consumers. Personal visits were made to stu
dios, commercial print finishers, and photo shops to obtain 
first-hand information. A study was made of advertising 
used to sell'photographic supplies. •

5• Determine the best procedures in presenting the ma
terial. This was done by experimenting with the various ac
cepted m e t h o d s , •

6. Subject tentative conclusions to classroom test for
" . ; ' . "

two school years.-" This was done during the school years
1945-1947* .

Laboratory Experiments and Their Value 
By following in the footsteps of the early photog

raphers , the history and social significance of photography 
become a vital and live phase in the life of the individual 
who desires to learn the fundamentals of photography,

While we •shall not emphasize all the historical aspects 
of photography, w© shall endeavor to trace the roots of 
the three essential steps in photography to our present 
modern period.

In presenting these experiments, the investigator en
deavored to make full use of his some twenty-odd years of
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experience as an amateur photographer and as an instructor 
of photography for five years.

The experiments do not follow in the logical order 
that one would follow in making a picture# Bather, the 
psychological order, using accepted methods of education, 
has been found to be the best means of teaching this sub
ject, For example, in order to solve the problems involved 
in the experiment on the ingredients used in developing, 
the student must first have the knowledge and the' skill nooc 
aary to make a contact print. This is an example of the 
psychological order. The logical order would indicate that 
before one could make a picture, he would have to have the 
necessary chemical solutions without knowing the technique 
of making a contact print. . This path could only lead to 
failure and the loss of the student1s interest.



CHAPTER II

THE UNITS OF THE WORKBOOK 

Basic Procedures
la setting up the plan of organization In these units, 

the investigator endeavored to develop the experiments to 
follow in logical order from the subject matter and reading 
references. Upon investigation of the tablo of contents, 
the reader will note the titles of tho subject matter in a 
unit aro followed by the titles of the experiments. Immedi
ately following the title of any experiment is a series 
of numbers indieating the titles of subject matter above 
which are Involved in that particular experiment. Note 
that these same numbers precede the title of tho subject 
matter. Each experiment is also given a codo number.

For example, subject matter 1 in unit 1 is numbered 
thus, 1-1; and subject matter 3 in unit one is 1-3. The 
second number Is the subject matter, and the first number 
designates the unit it is in. The experiments arc numbered 
in a similar manner; for experiment 2 in unit 1 the code 
number would be l-JS, Note here that the experiment number 
is underlined*

Organisation of the material in this manner will be 
most helpful to the student in that after be has read the
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subjeet aatter of the unit and determined the objective In 
M s  experiment, he can quickly go back to the subject matter 
necessary to solve the particular experimental problem*

The general plan of each unit is consistent and is as 
follow:
A. References^ Each unit begins with a series of refer

ences which are to supplement the subject matter in the 
unit and the information gained from lectures and demon
strations. The Investigator feels that it is psyoho- 
logioally-sound procedure to put the references first 
rather than last. It is his opinion more reference 
reading is dene than otherwise would be accomplished.

In laying out the list of references, two factors 
were considered. They were evaluated in this order: 
how well did the author explain the subject, and just 
how technical was his explanation. As this work book 
is for the high school student just beginning to learn 
the fundamentals of photography, a reference that is 
too technical is more likely to confuse than to inform.

B. Subject Matter. The subject matter in the units was
carefully selected. Most of the topics were rewritten 
many times in order to secure the proper interpretation 
by the student. However, if the student is to obtain 
the maximum benefit of. these units, the instructor 
must plan to supplement the student's reading with
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lectures and demonstrations*
0. Experiments# lash experiment is titled and numbered.

This technique will enable the student to assure spe
cific information from the instructor concerning the 
experiment* It also facilitates the keeping of rec
ords and grades*
1. Objective. Every experiment was designed with a

specific objective in mind* This objective is 
stated just below the title of the experiment*
The purpose of the problem should be clearly fo
cused in the student's mind, and it should be M s  
goal for that particular experiment. .

2. Introduction. The introduction is used to give in
formation which applies to the particular experi
ment involved* Sometimes it is a review of sub
ject matter, and sometimes it is information which 
fills the student1s needs at the moment.

3* Materials. Under this subhead are listed the ma
terials necessary to work the experiment* In the 
early experiments the list is quite, complete.
Later as the pupil gains skill and a knowledge of 
the materials necessary to do the job, then the 
list will contain only those items which he has 
never used before in his experiments.



4. Procedure. The steps as outlined under Procedure
serve as a guide for the beginning photographer» 
The investigator adheres to the philosophy of aid
ing the student as much as is necessary for him 
to successfully complete his early experiments. 
loiter as he gains confidence: and skill, only the 
new essential steps are mentioned under this sub- 

V': : ■ • ' ' : ' " : '
5. Tests. Written and Practical. To conclude on exper-

imont, the pupil will have either a written or a 
practical test, or he may have both types of tests 
If the test is a written one, it will be answered 
on 8i x 11 ,inch paper in pencil or ink. A prac
tical test will involve more- work and the mount
ing of the final product, whether it be a negative 
or a series of prints * In all tests the use of 
good grammar and legible writing are required.
At the completion of ©ash experiment, the student 
Should turn in his v/ork for constructive criti
cism and a grade. . y-v'":  ̂ .
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UNIT 1

.  ̂■ ■ ; 1
References

1. Collins, A*F. 
PP» 10*16.

The

2. Almey

3. %ok, Julian IS, and Martin, Miles J. The Photographic 
Process, pp. 3-17*

4« Neblett®, C.B. Photo^ra-phy, Its Principles and Practice. 
PP» 1*42#

5. Nehlette, C#B., Brehm, F.Vf. and Priest, 2.1. Elementary
Photography, pp. 3^7.

6. Mees, C.E.K. The Fundamentals of Photography, pp. 1*13#
7. Navis, W.S. Practical Amateur Photography, pp. 10-19,
8 * Newhall, Beaumont. "History of Photography#n Complete 

Photographer. Vol. 6, pp. 1995-2020.

Subject Matter 
1-1. History of Photography

Photography is the child of light, optics, and chem
istry. The word photography, derived from the Greek meaning 
to draw with light, was first used by Sir John Hersohel in
a lecture before the Royal Society of London on March 14,

2
1639. Photography is the making of permanent images of

1, instead of the usual alphabetical arrangement, the refer* 
enees for each unit are listed in the order of their 
value to the student.

2. Eder, J.M.
; ; p, 258. trans. E. Epstean,



eHjests or persona on suitably-prepared surfacos by ohemical 
and. physical moans*

Of the three essential stops;in the photographic pro- 
coss, tv:o v/ore v/oll known when Johan Heinrich Schulze in 
1727 used, quite by chance, nitric acid containing nitrate 
of silver for dissolving chalk. When he accidentally ex
posed this mixture to light, he discovered that silver salts 
were sensitive to light.

1-2. The Caiaera Obsoura
Aristotle, a.Greek philosopher,.was the first to write 

about the natural phenomenon of the pin-hole inverted imago. 
This phenomenon would be observed by an individual in a . .. 
darkened room, that had white walls and a small hole through 
which light from the .outside could enter. : : ,

About tho middle of the sixteenth century Baptists 
Porta, an Italian philosopher, invented the camera obscura. 
He built a darkened room in which the only light that oould 
enter would be through a small holo in the window shutter. 
When the sun was, shining brightly, a faint inverted image 
of the scene outside would appear on tho white wall opposite 
the hole in the shutter. He later improved the contrivance 
by inserting a double convex glass lens In the hole and by 
using a mirror to reflect the rays of the light instead of 
a white wall. He next discovered how to project a reversed 
image onto a paper screen by using a 45 degree-angle



mirror. Later the paper was changed to a ground glass, and 
artists used this glass as a base to plae® their drawing 
paper. The imago projected through the paper v m s the basis 
of the sketch. The camera of today is very little more than 
these boxes•

1-3* Silver titrate
Although John E. Schulze discovered that silver chlo

ride darkened when exposed to light, he was unable to make 
a practical use of this disewery.

In 1802 Thomas V/edgewodd and Humphrey Davy exporimented 
with both chloride and nitrate of silver solution on paper, 
lather, and pottery. The negative consisted of a picture 
or a design painted on glass. This was then placed over 
the sensitized surface and an exposure to light was made. 
However, they too were unsuccessful so far as making the 
image permanent| but they did discover that silver chloride 
gave better results than silver nitrate.

1-4. Beraohel Discovers a Fixative
Sir John Heraehel discovered in 1819 that hyposulphite 

was an excellent fixative for chloride of silver. Here was 
a method by which images could now become permanent. How
ever, it is curious to note that neither Daguerre nor 
Hlepee knew this at the time they made public the details 
of their process on August 18, 1839. In fact, neither did
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Fox-Talbot who also was working on the same problem bat 
along * different line*

1~5» Daguerreotype and Calotype
A*£*M* Daguerre: l%en Joee^i II. Hiepco died in 1833,

hie son Isidore joined with Jacques M. Daguerre in order to 
oarry on the partnership. It was about six years later that 
Daguerre was able to inform the world he had succeeded in 
holding the Image. This was brought about by two discover
ies. Daguerre placed a very much under-exposed plate In 
his cabinet. Intending to clean the surface and use it 
again. Mext morning to his great surprise he found on this 
plato a distinct, perfect picture. Ho tried another, and 
the following morning found an equally fine result. Then by 
process of elimination of the chemicals in the cabinet, he 
discovered that an open dish of metallic mercury developed 
the latent image. The second advance was the discovery that 
a strong solution of common table salt with a thorough wash
ing would fix the picture.

B.W.H* gox-Talboti When it became known that Daguerre 
was going to announce his discovery to the world, William 
Henry Fox-Talbot, who had been busy on his own process, 
gained eight days over Daguerre by announcing his process 
Which he called the Calotype (beautiful picture) process
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on Jammry 31, 16)9.
This process consisted of soaking a thin sheet of paper 

In a solution of silver lodino. Just before it vms to be 
exposed, it was washed in a solution of gallic acid and sil
ver nitrate. After the paper was exposed it was developed 
in gallic acid, fixed in a concentrated common salt solu
tion, washed, and then dried*

since the negative was of paper, it had to bo treated 
with wax to make it (more) transparent before the contact 
print was made. Ihen the transparent negative was fin
ished, it was laid upon another piece of paper which was 
treated in the same way, then exposed and processed in the 
same way, except this tine the positive was not waxed. 
Leaving out other photographers, we can say that the tech
nique of making a picture as practiced today is duo mainly 
to Y/edgewood and Fox-Talbot •

When Sir John Hersehel heard tliat Daguerre and Fox- 
Talbot were fixing their pictures in a concentrated solu
tion of common salt (sodium chloride), he again published 
the same announcement that he had twenty years previously 
in that hyposulphite was an excellent fixative for chloride 
of silver. Daguerre and Fox-Talbot soon adopted this

3. Keblette. 0.¥. ^liotography. its Principies and Prac
tice, p. 14.

4. Investigator * s italics.
5. Maek, Julian El and Martin, Miles J. The Photographic

Process, p . 11.



better method*

Experiments '
1-1. Sensitivity of Silver Chloride

Objective: The purpose of this experiment is to deter
mine the sensitivity of printing-out-paper (silver chlo
ride) to light, and to repeat the experiments of V/edgewood 
and Davy in making a print.

Introduction: The work of Yfedgevrood and Davy can be
repeated by exposing a sheet of printing-out-paper (P.O.P.), 
■osetlaos called studio proof paper, against an opaque ob
ject such as a piece of black paper or a coin.

Materials:
1. Small piece of black paper or a coin
2. Printing frame
3* Printing-out-paper.

MSfigdure:
1. Tak© off the back of the printing frame,
2. Place th© piece black paper on the glass.
3. Over the black paper plaoo a shoot of printing-out-paper»

the glossy side against the glass.
4. Close the printing frame and expose to sunlight until

the edges of the printing-out-paper around the opaque 
object become quite dark.

5» Remove the print from the frame, and note what happens 
to the print,

6. Mount print in notebook.
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Hot®! If there are insufficient printing frames, you 
may mount a sheet of printins-out~paper, glossy side up, on 
cardboard using Scotch, tape to hold it in place. Herb place 
a coin on top of the printing-out-paper, using Scotch tape 
to hold it in place. Expose the print until paper becomes 
dark.

Questions:
1. What color did the printing-out-paper turn when exposed

to light?
2. Why doesn't the print keep its imago?
3. What effect does incandescent light have on printing-out-
- . ; paper? /. ' .

1-2« gyposulnhite vs. Sodium Chloride
Objective: The purpose of this experiment is to deter

mine from observation #iieh of the two fixing baths as used 
by Daguerre is best.

Introduction! It was Daguerre who first fixed a pic
ture. He used a concentrated solution of common salt, 
later he used hyposulfite; however, it was Fox-Talbot who 
first fixed a negative and a print in hyposulphite.

Materials;
1. Paper negative
2* Concentrated salt solution (4 grams to 10 oz* water)
3. Hypo fixing bath (4 grams of hypo crystals to 10 oz.
. . -water) . . ■ .. ■ , . • .

4. Println#-out-̂ pmp 
3. Printing frame.
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1* Obtain from the Instmotor a paper negative*
2, Make a print, using printing frame.
3. Wash print in v/ater for 3 minutes.
4# Fix the print in a concentrated salt solution for 1 

minute.
5. Bepeat experiment, but this time fix the print in a hypo

fixing bath for 1 minute.
6. Wash both prints for 3 minutes in water.
7« Dry and mount j^clata in notebook.

Questions: '
1* Did the salt solution stop the printing-out-paper from 

losing the laaget
2m Did the hypo fixing hath stop the printing-out-paper from 

losing the image?
3» Which bath fixed the image best?
4s Why did you wash the prints after fixing them?

1-2. Paper Negative vs. nitrocellulose Negative
Objective: The purpose of this experiment is to deter

mine which of the two negatives— the paper negative or the 
negative on nitrocellulose— will give the more detailed and 
better print.

Introduction: In tho Calotype process as discovered
by Fox-Talbot, paper xvaa used as a support for the emulsion. 
In 1889 the Eastman Company introduced a negative on a ni
trocellulose base. The arrival on the market of a



daylight loading camera in 1891 now /brought photography 
within the reach of all the people*

Materials:
1. Nitrocellulose negative
2. Printlng-out-paper .
3* Eypo fixing bath (4 grams of hypo crystals to 10 os*

mter)
4. Printing frame 

Procedure:
1, Obtain from the instructor a negative that is on nitro

cellulose*
2. Hake a contact print on print!ng-out-paper*
3* V’aoh print In water for 3 minutes*
4* Pix print in hypo fixing bath. '
5* v/aah print for 3 minutes,
6. Dry print and mount In notebook.

Questions:
1. Compare prints made from the paper negatives in Experi

ment No. 2 against a print from a negative on nitro
cellulose. List scans advantages and disadvantages of 
each process*

2. What would happen to a print if it were left in the hypo
fixing bath for 2 hours?

1-lfc. Test, History of Photography
Objective: To itotermim if you have learned some of

the fundamentals of the history of photogra^iy*
Materials: 6g x 11 notebook paper, and pencil or pen.
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Prooeduret Aswer the following questions. Write leg
ibly and'be careful in your ohoiee of words.

Questions:
la. When did photc^raphy booome established as it is prac

ticed today? ,
b, v/ho perfected the proeesa?

Zm Of the two processes, Daguerreotype and Calotype, which 
gave a more detailed print?

3. .'Why did amateur photographers use the Calotype process
and professional photographers the Daguerreotype pro
eesa?

4* Define the following words: 
photography 
oamera obaoura 
latent image.

5* Write a brief history of photography (about 250 words) as 
you see It.
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Experimental Prints in Unit JL

Bxperimmt Ho, 1 Experiment Ho. 
(Salt bath)

2

Experiment Ho. "2 
(Hypo bath)

Experiment Ho. 3 
(Nitrocellulose negative)
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UNIT 2
Contrast Control in Contact Printing

Befereaees
1. Eastman Kodak Company. Developing, Printing, and En

larging. Oh. II, "Printing."
2. Ansoo. Developing and Printing Hade Easy. pp« 22-28.
3. Morgan, Willard D. and Lester, Henry M, Orar>hio

Graflez Photography, pp. 16-19.
4« Bernsohn, A. and Bernsohn, D. Developing. Printing, and 

Enlarging, pp. 41«*51*
5. Miller, Thomas H. and Brumaltt W. Tills is Photography,

pp. 78-89.
6. Knight, arohn A. Complete Photographer: Beginner's

Guide to Developing and Printing, pp, 400-406.
7. Keblette, C.B., Brehm, F.Vf. and Priest, E.L. Elemen

tary Photography, pp. 44-50.
8. Eastman Kodak Company. How to Hake Good Pictures, 28th

M . ,  pp. 216-224; 24tE15CT p p T l l W ^ b C
9* V?ar Department Technical Manual No. 1-219# Basio Pho

tography (Army), pp. %6-214.
10. War Department Technical Manual NAVPERS-10371.

Photography, Vol. I (Navy), pp. 221-232.
11. Mask, Julian E. and Martin, Miles J. The PhotographicProcess, pp. 313-320. !
12. Blair, Julian M. Practical and Theoretical Photography.

PP. 23-32.: . ' : :------------ :---
13. Moos, C.B.K. 

95.
The Fundamentals of pp. 84-#
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Subject Matter
2-1. Introduction

Since the quality of the print is viewed in terms of 
the finished print, the choico of paper, printing tech
niques, and processing become important problems.

Contact printing is the making of paper positives the 
same size as the negative by bringing the emulsion side of 
the printing paper in actual contact Tilth the emulsion side 
of the negative. In order to secure the best results from 
a given negative, it is important to select the correct con
trast and kind of printing paper.

With this viewpoint in mind, let us examine the char
acteristics of photographic papers, keeping in mind that 
some of these papers are used largely in enlarging and some 
in contact printing. In Experiment 1-1 we observed the 
characteristics of printing-out-paper (P.O.P.). It was in 
1851 that a better sensitized paper appeared. This paper 
was called developing-out-paper (D.O.P.) because the image 
on the paper remained invisible until it was developed out. 
Today the developing-out-paper is universally used.

2-2. Three Types of Photographic Paper Emulsions
1. Chloride papers have emulsions which consist prin

cipally of silver chloride in gelatin. These are papers of 
low speed (or slow in reacting to light) used for contact 
printing,
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2e B^Mddo papers are coated with emulsions eontaining 
silver bromide. These are high speed emulsions and used for 
enlarging,

3, Chloro-bromide papers have emulsions eontainlng . 
both silver.chloride and silver bromide. The speed or sen
sitivity to light depends upon the proportion of silver 
bromide to silver chloride. Most of the popular enlarging 
papers are of this type.

2-3* Photographic Characteristics 
- *1. Contrast is the characteristic with which the pho

tographer is chiefly concerned. Some papers are supplied 
in several contrast grades to compensate for unusual light
ing, development, and exposure conditions during the making 
of the negative. Other papers are supplied In only ono con
trast (normal) grade, and are intended for use with nega
tives of uniform quality. Contrast in photographic paper is 
for the most part Inherent in the emulsions and the paper 
surface. Unlike the contrast of film, the contrast of pa
per can bo controlled only within very narrow limits by a 
change in the development time, temperature, or the composi
tion of the developer. Contrast of papers is designated by 
a series of numbers. Number 1 is lowest contrast; numbers 
2, 3, and 4 are successively higher and higher contrasts.

2. Speed of photographic paper is generally less than 
that of negative material. This permits greater accuracy
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in timing prints and duplicating results from one print to 
the next, The bast way to determine the proper exposure is 
to m k e  a test strip.

3* Latitude la tho interval between the shortest expo
sure and tho longest exposure (using the same negative) that 
©an be developed into a satisfactory print by adjusting the 
developing time. While the range for most papers is con
siderable, the best quality print results from rather close 
adherence to the recommended processing time and the correct 
exposures . ' '

4. Color Sensitivity of photograph!© #p@rs lies in 
the ultra-violet, violet, and blue, and in some cases the 
blue-green, of the spectrum. Therefore yellow, yellow-green 
or orange saf©lights are used in the enlarging and contact 
printing rooms.

2—4* Physical
1. Im^c-tono refers to the color or tone of the de

veloped silver. Brownish tones are said to be "warm," blu
ish tones are said to be "cold." In work for publication 
purposes, the ©old .tones are desirable. Image-tone depends 
upon both the nature of the emulsion and the composition of 
the developer 'used, ■ .

2. Surface texture varies according to the roughness
or smoothness of tho paper stock, and according to the sheen 
or gloss. For a given contrast grade, the density rang©
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or contrast of the paper increases with the glossiness of 
the paper. Surface textures of papers are designated by 
letters ouch as A, If, and so forth.

3» Paper stock may be single or double weight and it 
m y  bo classed as white, natural white, crean x-Mte, or old 
ivory, according to the tint.

4. In ordering photographic papers, one lias to remember 
four things.. ..-They ares (1) Emulsion typo which goes by a 
grade name; example, Volox, which la the trade name for the 
Eastman.Kodak contact printing paper, (2) Surface indicated 
by a letter such as G, U, F, and so forth. (3) Contrast in
dicated by a number. (4) Dimensions of the sheet of photo
graphic paper.

2-5• a Contact Print
(See Experiment 2-4, Introduction, p. 43.}

Experiments
2-1. Charsetoristlos of Photographic Panora

Ob.icctlve: The purpose of this experiment is to ac
quaint the student with the characteristics of photographic 
papers, end how to choose the correct paper contrast for 
"various nogatiTes.

Introduction: negative contrast refers to the differ
ence in density between the thin and heavier portions of the 
negative. As Illustrated below, negative contrast can vary 
considerably. To help you m h o  good prints from negatives
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of almost any contrast, some Kodak papers are made In sev
eral contrasts. The proper choice of paper contrast will 
make It possible for you to correct faulty negative contrast.

To choose the correct paper contrast for various nega
tives, first decide which of the illustrated negatives 
most nearly matches the contrast of the one to be printed.
Then follow the directions in the white arrow leading from 
that negative, Thus, a normal negative should be printed 
on Ho. 2 paper. Use of the wrong paper contrast results in 
prints that are too gray and flat, or too harsh and contrasty. 
To correct faulty print contrast, follow the instructions in 
the $ black arrow connecting the illustrations most similar to 
that print and the negative from which it was made. When 
in doubt, try a print on No. 2 paper.

Materials: Obtain from the instructor three negatives
of different contrasts.

Procedure:
1. Mount the three negatives bolov/ with Scotch tape orphoto corners. . . -w. .c- 2 3
2. Opposite each negative write the correct number of con

trast necessary to produce a normal print.

Questions: :
1. VThat are chloride papers and what are they used for?
2. m a t  are bromide papers -and what are they used for?
3. What are chloro-bromlde papers and what are they usedfor*? •'-«’ ■ ■. . • -. *-t * - * - -' - - '"' - -
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C m t m m t y  Negative

Normal Negative Normal Print

flat Negative

4* What is printing~out-paper and XTiiat is it used for?
5. 7/Iiat Is developing-out-papor and how does it differ

from P,0,P.? .
6. what is the test way to control contrast in printing

and enlarging?
7. What does the term "flat” mean?
8• What does the term "eontraaty" mean?
9. What letter on tho Eastman Kodak printing paper en

velope designates (a) glossy paper, S.W., (h) seal 
matte paper, 3*W«?



10. What letter on the Velour Black enlarging paper envelope 
designates (a) glossy, S.W,, (b) serai matte* S.VY.?

2-2. Light Sensitivity of Photographic Papers
Objective: To determine from observation the differ

ence in speed between ehloro-broalde paper (enlarging) and 
chloride paper (printing).

Materials:
1. Obtain 1 sheet of contact printing paper and a small

. piece of enlarging paper, both of the same number con
trast .

2. Contact printer
3. Clobk
4. Developer D-72 diluted 1-4
$* Short stop (1/2 oz. acetic acid 28 per cent to 16 oz. 

water)
6. Fixing bath 4 os.

Procedure:
1. Carefully clean glass of contact printer, and see if

printer is working properly.
2. Place both sheets of photo paper in the contact printer,

emulsion side to the glass, and expose for exactly 
1 second.

3. Place both sheets of paper in the developer for 5 seconds
or until one begins to darken, then take both out to
gether.

4. Place both sheets in the short stop for 5 seconds.
5. Leave in hypo (F-5) for 5 minutes.
6. V/ash both sheets of paper for 5 minutes.
7. Dry papers and mount on following page.
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Mote: Due to the difforenco in contact printers, v/e
have deliberately imdor-cxposed and under-developed the pa
pers in order to prevent them both from going completely 
black.

Contact Paper Enlarging Paper

Questions:
1. Which paper has the darker appearance?
2* What does this moan?
3« What is the image tone of the papers?
4. Did you une single or double-uoight papers in your ex

periment?
5. What color is the safellght in your contact printer?
6. What color is the safellght in the printing room?
7. Why are these colors used?
8. What was the surface texture of the (a) ohloro-bromide

paper, (b) chloride paper?

2-2. Dimensions of Films and Papers
Objective: To learn the dimensions of the most common

ly used films, and the dimensions of the printing paper for 
each of them.
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Introduction; Film oomo in different sizes, and each 
Manufacturer designates his size by a code consisting of a 
letter, or by both a letter and a number. In addition, 
there is a difference in spools for the newer cameras•
Film sizes 120, 116, B2, and B6 have wide spools for older- 
type cameras. Film sizes 620, 616, FB20, and PD16 have nar
row spools to fit newer cameras.

Materials: Photo catalogs.
Procedure: (Note— The numbers used refer to the film

size. The first number is Eastman Kodak; the second number 
is Ansoo.)

■ ■:

i-g** Dimensions
of film

No. of 
exposures

Dimensions of 
paper to use

116 (D16) 12
616 (U16) 8
teO (B20) 12
620 (B20) 8
120 (B2) 12
120 (B2) 8
127 (AS) 8 .

127 (AS) 16
35 mm.size 36 or 18
Cut film 3i x 4i 1 3i x 4i
Cut film 4" i 5" 1 4" x 5"
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2-4fcs Making a Coat a ot Print .
Objective: The purpose of this experiment is to learn

paper oharaoteristlos and the factors which control print 
contrast, and to make quality prints employing the princi
ples learned.

Introduction: The instructor will demonstrate to the
class the correct procedure in making a contact print. The 
student will check the following statements during the demon
stration procedure. Put a circle around the correct answer.

Yes No 1. Examined negatives and classified each as to
paper contrast required.

Yes No 2. Prepared developing solution, diluted D-72
stock developer 1-1.

Yes No 3. Prepared short stop bath, diluted l/2 oz. of
28 per cent acetic acid to 16 oz. of water.

Yes No 4* Prepared fixing bath P-5. Was this solution
diluted?

Yea No 5* Did the instructor take the temperature of the
solutions?

Yes No 6. Cleaned the contact printer.
Yes No 7* Obtained the necessary contact paper.
Yes No 8. When the negative was placed on the contact

printer, was the emulsion side away from 
the glass?

Yea No 9. Did the instructor make a test strip in order
to determine the exposure time?

10. What is the proper length of time to leave a 
print in the developing solution?

15 sec. 30 see. 40 see. 60 see.



11. W a t  Is the proper length of time to leave
a print in the short stop?

2 seo. 5 aeo. 30 see. 120 see.
12. How long should a print be fixed?

5 min. 15 min. 30 min, 1 hour
13. A print should be washed in water?

5 min. 15 rain. 30 min. 1 hour
Yes Ho 14. Did the instructor at any time leave photo

paper in such a way that it could be 
fogged by white light?

Yes No 15. Were negatives and paper always handled by
'• the edges? ;

Yes No 16. Did the instructor always use tongs in 
. handling the prints while they were in

the solutions?
Materials:

1. Three negatives of different contrasts— flat, normal,
and contrasty. The instructor will assist in the 
proper choice of negatives,

2. Developer D-72
3. Short stop *
4. Fixing bath F-5
5. Three trays larger than the size of paper to be developed

for developer, short stop, and fixing bath
6. Washing tank
7. Contact printer
8. Clock
9. Safelight

10. Contact printing paper No. 1, % .  2 or 3* No. 4*



11. Blotting roll or electric drier
12. Tonga, one for each tray 
13* Scotch tape

Important: Write your name and period in pencil on tho
back of each sheet of contact paper; also the number of con
trast paper used, exposure time, and developing time. 

Procedure:
1. Using the contrast negative, make three prints within

the developing time of 45 to 60 seconds, one each on 
No. 1 paper. No. 2 or 3, and No. 4 paper.

2. Using the flat negative, repeat the same experiment—
one print on No. 1 paper, one on Ho. 2 or 3> and one 
on No. 4 paper.

3* i’akQ the normal negative and make 3 prints— one on No. 1 
paper, on® on Ho. 2 or 3, and one on Ho. 4 paper.
(Note: It will be necessary to give more exposure to
prints on contrasty paper No. 4 than to those on soft 
paper No, 1. In all prints, expose each so that the 
full range of tones is produced. Use the same printer 
for all prints.)

4. Dry and mount all prints in notebook with Scotch tape 
or staples.

Dev.time Dev.time 
Paper No. 4Paper No. 1
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Dev.tlmo 
Paper Hdi'T*”1 :■

Flat Negative
Exposure ___
Dav.tlme ___
Paper Ho. 2 or 3

Normal Negative 
icxposure - _____ 
Dev. time ____
Paper No. 1

Normal Negative 
Exposure - 
Dev. time ______
Paper No, 2 or 3

Flat Negative 
Exposure _____
Dev.tirae ___
Paper No. “4

Normal Negative
Exposure ____
Dev.time "
Paper Mo. 4



Question: Make a.careful study of your.prints, and
state your conclusions regarding the choice of contrast in 
^oto papers.

2-^. Putting in Use Nev; Skills and Knowledge
Objective: To give an opportunity to put into real use

the knowledge and skills thus far acquired in contact print
ing.

Materials: Same as In Experiment 2-£, except the stu
dent will need sufficient printing paper to make fifteen 
different prints.

Procedure:
1. Make contact prints from fifteen different negatives for

a grade.
2. Keep all finished prints in an envelope.
3* Y/rite your name and period with a pencil on the back of 

each piece of printing paper.
4. Turn in fifteen prints for a grade* See that the margins 

on each print are trimmed equally.
Questions: ' .

1. Why is it necessary to rook the tray when a print is in
the solution?

2. What causes yellow stains on prints?
3. What kind of light. if any, can you have in the dark room

during the printing process?
4. To what proportions is B-72 diluted for contact printing?
5. Is the developing bath acid or alkaline?
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Prod©

R@f®r#noeo
1* Miller, miomas K. and Brumltt, Wyatt. This is Photog

raphy. pp. 91-104*
2. Meblette, O.B., Brelim, P.Y/. and Priest, E.L. Elemen

tary Photography, pp. 154-158.
3* Berasohn, A1 and ^rnsohn, D. Developlnf!:. Printing, 

and Enlarging, pp. 62-77.
4. Knight, tT.A* Complete Photographer: Beginner*s Guide

to Developing arid Printing, pp.1 406-408; "Enlarg
ing - Eleawntary Methods," p. 1508; "Enlarging 
Equipment," pp* 1516-1527.

5. Annoo. Developing and Printing Made Easy, pp. 30-36.
6. Eastman Kodak. Developing. Printing, and Enlarging.

Oh. Ill, "Enlarging:"" --- ---  ---------
7. War Department Technical Manual No. 1-219. Basic

Photography (Army). p p . 215-223.
3. War Department Teohnical Manual ITAVPEHS-10371.

Photography. Tol. I (Navy), pp* 237-250,
9* MoCoy, J.L., Jr. Good Pictures. pp. 45-49.

10. U.S. Camera. Everybodyfs Photo Course, pp. 45-55.
11. Eastman Kodak Company. How to Make Good Pictures.

24th Ed., pp. 221-238T~28tE H 7 7  pp. 225-2)2.
12. Abbot, Berenice A. Guido to Better Photography.

PP. 103-116. .■ —  • ' ~
13* Moos, C.E.K. The Fundamentals of Photography. pp. 96-

98. , . :■ /; ■ . _
14. Mortimer, F.J. Wall's Dictionary of Photography, 

pp. 244-260.
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15. Blair. Julian H. Practical and Theoretical Photography,
pp. 33-42.

16. Bouoher. Paul 2.' Fundamentals of PliotoRraphy, pp. 172-
189. .----------- :

17. Wall, E.J. Photographio Facts and Formulas, pp* 137-
144.

18. Hack, l.E. arai Martin. M.J* The Photographio Prooess,
PP. 335-353.

19. Neblette^C.B. Photography. Its Principles and Practice,

Subject Matter
3-1. Introduction to Procedure 

Exposing the Print:
1. Glean the enlarger lens with lens tissue
2. Basel adjustments

a. Set leaves to make correct size print
b. Set margin stops so that all borders will be equal 
e. Put sheet of white paper in easel

3. Negative insertion
a . Remove dust from negative with camel1s hair brush
b. Place in negative carrier, glossy side up, emul

sion side down
o. Place carrier in enlarger beneath lamp housing

4. Enlarger adjustments
a. Raise or lower the enlarger until the desired por

tion of the negative approximately fills the
b. Open the diaphragm wide
o. Focus, using some object such as the whites of the 

eyes as a guide
5. Making a test strip

a. Select the size, kind, and contrast grade of paper
you plan to use

b. Out one sheet into strips 2 inches wide for expo
sure tests
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o* Place red filter beneath the lens and locate test 
strip across most important seetlon of the
negative* . ' ..

d. Remove filter and make a teat ©xpesuro
e. Process atrip, following directions obtained In

your reference reading
6, Once correct exposure time has W e n  determined, place 

full-sized sheet into easel and expose#
ProoeasliiK the Print:

1. Developing enlargements
a. Paper developer should be the type recommended by

the manufacturer of the paper# It should be 
diluted according to directions, and the temper
ature should be approximately 70° F,

b. Grasp paper in lower right-hand corner and slide
print into the developer. Be sure that the 
print is completely submerged at once

o. Rook developer tray back and forth during the en
tire time recommended by the developer manufac
turer.

d. Using tongs, pick up print and drain off developer 
over tray

2# Short stop bath
a. Drop print into short stop bath
b. Print should be submerged for 1 minute

3# Hypo fixing bath
a. Agitate the print well the first few minutes in

the fixing bath
b. Leave the print in the fixing bath for 10 minutes

4, Washing
a. If possible, enlargements should be washed for at

least 30 minutes# Remember the washing of 
prints is a chemical process, not a scrubbing 
process.

Drying the Print:
1# Ferrotyping— for glossy surface prints, clean ferrotype 

or chromium tin, lay wet prints face down, and run 
through rollers#
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2. Blotter drying--press prints between several changes of 
blotters in quick succession, then leave between dry 
blotters without using pressure*

(See p. 55,Experiment 3-1, 
Projection Printing)

Experiment 3-1 
Print

3-2. Introduction to Quality Printing
Hints and Dodges for Printing Control: After the pho

tographer has examined the negative, oltosen his paper with 
reference to color, surface, emulsion type, and contrast, 
and has made up a developer that is suitable, his next prob
lem is to "make the host print possible," Since most nega
tives are somewhat irregular, it is generally necessary to 
resort to certain dodges in order to make prints of the 
highest quality, A number of these follow;
1, Dodging,— By shading light from thin areas of the pro

jected negative with hand, fingers, or opaque object, 
or by placing tracing paper on opal glass under thin 
portions of negative in contact printer, the dense

Exposure time 
Dev. time
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portions of negative can be printed without blocking 
up the image of thin portions.

2# Printing in.--Sometimes referred to an burning in, is
accomplished by allowing liglit from dense portions of 
negative to pass through a card having a hole suitable 
in size and opening* The card is held between lens 
and easel. Increased exposure given to the dense 
areas causes the detail in image to be developable*
To prevent an exposure line, the card must be moved 
or vibrated.

3* Spot printing.— Spots or areas too small to be printed 
In satisfactorily m y  be toned down by projecting 
image through a red or orange filter, and printing 
the spot with a beam of light from a pin holo in 
black paper, covering the lens of a flashlight.

4. Mask shading.— When areas having definite edges are to
be lightened or darkened, the adjacent areas arc pro
tected by opaque paper masks cut out in desired 
shapes. Shadows from mask are diffused if the mask 
is held several inches above the print.

5. Holding back.— When local areas develop out faster than
the rest of the print, the local areas are hold back 
by removing print from developer and rubbing the area 
with glycerine, or giving it a rinse with water. The 
area treated develops up slower.

6. Forcing.— If detail develops out in most of the print but
is lacking in highlight portions, development of these 
areas is forced by removing print from developer and 
swabbing area with cotton tufts saturated with concen
trated developer. If the palm of the hand or fingers 
are placed on under side of print areas to bo forced, 
the heat from the hand together with concentrated 
developer greatly increases speed of development.

When local areas must be forced greatly, it is 
usually advisable to rinse print in water as soon as 
detail is satisfactory in most of the print$ then 
force the local area with concentrated developer and 
with heat from hand. After satisfactory detail is 
obtained in the forced area, the entire print is re
turned to developer for a few momenta and then placed 
in the aeld rinse bath*
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7» FlosMass— ln oaoos ?4iero the or a negntivo is
ao doasa :timt tho resulting isage fa?m the highlight 
remlns white and la-ineapable of being brought out 
by forced develo^ont, the print m y  bo render ed' m r e  
pleasing by printing an .usual* than removing tho nega
tive and-giving the paper o-short flash auffloieat to 
give the desired "silver density in the idglilight area* 
Ylio print is then developed and processed an usual*

8. Preserving shadow detail*— 2o zsahe prints froa negatives 
of e>:trer$e ©antrast* or; when highlights are burned 
out, ©spooo the negative for highlight detail then 
iasajrao the paper In a Storey bath for 2-3 silnuteo, 
rinse for 1 ninuto, and develop in a regular mnnor 
for a period up to 3 -nlnutea* . ;

9* Distortion*— Sonversenoe of psrtiliol lines* as In arohl- 
teotuml subjects, is corrected by stopping • Sc$rm tho 
lens and tilting the paper, wool, tilting lens and 
easel In opposite directions, or tilting the nesatlvo 
carrier* ■

10* Dlffmlem.— Per acsthQtio" mid pictorial effects, sharp
imgos arc often -diffuced or 'softened* - The diffusion 
is secured by placing chiffon, black tulle, or silk 
bos#..over-"lend, by blowing tobacco sstoke in ligiit 
path* or by placing diffusion discs or ribbed glass 
before the lens# - ■; . " . •

11# Semen- effects*— A .nunher of pleasing, screen effects are 
obtained by projootiiig the lease through Agfa- or 
M c o m w  screens plaoed over the -sensitive paper# Silk 
bolting sloth attached to a wood franc gives a sim
ilar result*

12, Soft -fsous#— Soft, feeus effects arc best produced by
soft focus looses*, but aono softening of imago is ob
tained by - racking tlie Imago slightly out of focus* or 
by printing- with a weak positive over the ncgatlvo. 
Better results aro obtained by the uco of diffusion 
discs* black chiffon, on tho lens* or bolting sill: on 
stretchcsr over easel* .

13* Ompplng up*— ProJeetiori prints are ’‘snapped up,” mad# 
more contrasty, by placing a light yellow or green 
filter before tho. Ions* i/ith theao filters* increased
exy>suro3 are neeess&ry* , -
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14. Bestrainlng development.̂ -Develupers which produce
fogged highlights and edges.are restrained hy small 
amounts of 10 per cent potassium bromide,. If re
strained action without change in image tone is de
sired, a few drops of 5 per cent citric acid may be 
used. ‘

15. Removing fog.— Slight fog on prints Is easily removed
by a weak solution of Farmer’s reducer« This method 
is often used to brighten np flat prints.

16. Tone control.— Imago tones due to development may be
altered by additions; potassium bromide for warm 
tones, potassium thiocyanate for cold tones. Green 
and olive tones are prevented by additions of certain 
organic nitrogen compounds such as benzimidazol or 
quinoline, or thiourea. ' .

17. expressing range of tones.— With certain subjeats
where no highlights are desired, soft and pleasing 
effects are obtained by compressing the range of 
tones. This is accomplished by giving the paper a 
short flash or overall exposure before printing and 
developing.

18. Making prints lie flat.— Under many conditions of hu
midity and temperature, it is necessary to place 
prints after washing in a 20 per cent glycerine bath 
for a few minutes before drying.

3terry Process for Preserving Shadow Detail: The
stock solution is:

Water................... 100 cc.
Potassium dlehromato.... 9.0 grams
Ammonia, cone. ......... 1.25-co.

As a pre-bath before development, use 1-3 oe. in 300
oo. of water for chloride papers, and 3-6 co. for bromide 
papers.

. - ■ .

Farmer1s Reducer;
Solution A: Water....,...,...,......* 100 co.

Potassium ferrieyaatde... 0.3 grams
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Solution B: Water .................... 100 o®•
Sodium thiosulfate (hypo).... 3 grams

T o remove fog, immerse print in a fresh mixture of A 
and B for a short interval, then stop the reduction and re
move stains by immersion in a 1 per cent bisulfite bath.
Wash thoroughly.

3-3. Introduction to Types of Enlargers
Enlargers are made in two basic types— diffusion and 

condenser. A third type embodying the principles of each 
is slowly becoming popular. There is much discussion as to 
which type of enlarger is better. Actually, they are equ
ally good but have different characteristics,

The condenser type produces prints v/ith great brilli
ance and critical detail in comparison with the softer and 
less contrasty prints produced by the diffusion type. This 
difference is usually only apparent in direct comparison. 
Looking at a print it is hard to tell, in most cases, which 
type enlarger was used. The condenser type is generally 
recommended for small negatives where maximum sharpness is 
desired in extreme blow-ups. In the case of large nega
tives the choice of enlarger is usually a matter of personal 
choice, as both will produce excellent prints for the care
ful photographer.

Experiments
3-1. Projection Printing
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OWeatlT*: The purpoao of this experiment Is to learn
the oharseterlstles of photographic papers used in projec
tion printing, and how to rake a good print. You will turn 
in one good print for a grade.

Materials: Obtain from the Instructor one negative of
normal contrast; or, if you have a personal negative of 
normal contrast, you ray use it instead. Be sure to have 
the instructor inspect the negative before you begin this 
experiment.
1. Enlarger
2. Clock
3. Three tongs
4. D@veloper l)-72, diluted 2-1
5. Short stop
6. Fixing bath F-S •
7. Enlarging paper

Procedure; (See Subject Matter 3-1, Introduction to 
Procedure, pp. 49-51.)

Projection Printing
Objective: To determine if you are ready to do projec

tion printing which involves negatives that present problems.
Introduction: Before the photographer can do advanced

projection printing, he muot have certain fundamental 
skills and the knowledge of why he follows certain prac
tices.
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Materials* Si z 11 sotebook paper, and pencil or pen. 
Procedure: Answer test in essay fora.

. List the stops in making an enlargement.
2. List some advantages in making prints by projection.
3. What two types of illumination ore used in projection

printers?
4*4What is meant by photomontage? --
5. Draw a picture showing the various parts of an enlarger.

True and False Test on Enlarging 
Put a circle around the correct letter T or F

1 .  T F In projeetlon printing, the print is usually
larger than the negative.

2. t F Projection printing is sometimes called on-
. .. V ' ..-■larelns'..: . .. . .... ; „
3* T F The size of an enlargement depends on the dis

tance between the lens and the paper.
4- T F The closer the lens is to the paper, the larger

the enlargement•
5. 7 : F It is necessary in

the entire negat
projection printing 
Ive.

to use

6. T F Projection prints can be made on the contact
' : printer.
7. T F The same kind of paper is used in enlarging

and contact printing.
8. T F Before making an enlargement, one should deter

mine the exposure time by test strips.
9* T F Papers used in enlarging are less sensitive to 

. .. light than are contact printing papers.
10. T F Paper developer D-?2 is diluted 2 to 1 for

enlarging.



11. T ? Short atop Is made by diluting 1 oz. (28 per
. u oout) of aoeti© acid to 32 os. of v/ater.

12. T y The fixing bath is always diluted 4 to 1.
13. T F The easel of an enlarger Is where the negative

is placed.
. 2JU T S’ teen enlarging. It is possible to crop the

negative.
15. T F. Prints should always be handled with tongs.

3-3. Quality Printing -
; Objective#: ; - ■ " - ■

1. To nake the best print obtainable from, a given negative.
2. To become proficient in the techniques of printing eon-

3. To become skilled in the production of prints of profes-
v, slonal appearance. . . . - . - • • - ;•

Introduction: (See Subject Matter 3-2, IntrMimtion
to Quality Printing,' "pp. -51-55*)

- Materials:
1. negatives
2. Printing paper
3. Tissue papw
4. Traoeolin®
5 .  Copn paper : .
6. Flashlight :
7. Filters
8. Cardboard
9. Black paper
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Procedure:
1* Secure txro negatives for practice printing from the in

structor, or get the iMtruotorf s permission to print 
personal negatives from portrait, flash, or copy 
projects,

2* . ,Choose a paper that will be suitable for subject,
3. Follow manufacturer1 o instructions as to developer and

development.
4, Use an acid rinse bath,
5« Make tost strips for each negative*
6, Have the instructor approve strips for print quality.
7, Make straight prints from negatives.
8. Using any dodge or control necessary, make the best print

you can from the negatives. Get the instructor's OIK. for filial print.
9. Complete washing, hypo elimination, and drying of prints.

Change blotters several times' until nrints are bone" ary. . : '
10. Make sure prints lie perfectly flat.
11. Submit for grading one good print from each negative.

Place your name and processing data, including paper 
brand and grade, on back of print. Record the number 
of sheets of paper used on project.

12. Mount prints with captions and processing data on stock 
provided. Keep In manual for reference* (p. 63) .

3-jfc. Typos of Bnlargers
Objective: To learn how the two optical systems in

enlargers affect the prints which are made on them.
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Matorialo:
1* Oondenacer type enlarger 
2# Diffusion type enlarger
3. Enlarging ^per
4, One negative

Introduction: (See Subject Matter 3-3, Introduction
to Types of Enlargers, p. 55,)

Procedure: Using the same negative, make a 5 % 7 inch
enlargement on the condenser type enlarger and one on the 
diffusion type enlarger. Dry and mount prints in notebook 
for comparison, and have the instructor check the prints for 
a grade, (page 63).

- Questions:
1. List some of the advantages and disadvantages of. the con-

• denser type enlarger,
2. List some of the advantages and disadvantages of the dif

fusion type enlarger,
3* Which type of enlarger do you prefer for general usage? 

Give your reasons.
4. 38 it possible to hide tho grain in projection printing?
5. Can the same fixing bath be used for film and paper in

rotation?
6. Can a camera lens be used in an enlarger?
7. How do you clean the lens of an enlarger?

3~JL* BxDonure and Development
Objective: To become acquainted with the effects of
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eirez-exposure and under~d©velopiaent, and imder-exposuro and 
over-development in projection printing,

Materials:
1, On© negative of normal contrast
2. Enlarger
3« Enlarging paper $ x 7 Inohcs

(Head Graphic Graflex Photographyi pp, 88-69,1 
Proeedur©:

1* Print Ho, the best enlargement possible, noting
very carefully the exposure necessary to have the 
print develop out in oO seconds,

2, Print Ho, 2— Make this print, using exactly one-half of 
the exposure you used in making print No, 1, but 
develop this print exactly 90 seconds,

3* Print Ho, 3"*-Hake this print, using 50 per cent more ex
posure time than in print Ho* 1; but this time develop 
the print for 30 seconds,

4* Dry and mount all pictures in notebook. Put beneath each 
print all details of this experiment,
Questions:

1, Which let the best print? '.Thy?
2, What is wrong with the other prints?
3, What effect does under-development have on the image
■ ' tone? . \ .

4* What effect does over-exposure have on detail in the 
print? 5

5. Write the formula for short stop bath SB-1,
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Print No. 1 Print Ho. 2 Print Ho. 3

3-jSe Practice in Projection Printing
Objective: To put Into practical use your knowledge

and skill in projection printing.
Materials:

1. Enlarger 
2..Enlarging paper
3, Negatives to make 10 different prints

Procedure: Make 10 prints for a grade. Make sure you
write your m m ®  and period on the back of each print with a 
pencil.

«Questions: Ask the instructor for a copy of the test
on projection printing.
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3-Z* Optional for Extra Credit
1* Hake a projection print with a blaok border# Dry and

mount print in notebook. Tell the instructor how you 
made this print,

2. Make a print, using the paper negative proeeee. Keep 
. all prints that you make, for discussion with the in

structor, Mount final print In notebook for grade.
)* Select a negative that has acre than one point of inter

est. Make as many separate and different prints as 
possible. Keep in mind the principles of good com
position when making each picture,

4. Dut all prints in a 5 x 7 inch envelope and paste en
velope in notebook. If you wish to make your prints 
larger than 5 % 7 inch, you may do so. Get final 
grade from the instructor.

, Experimental Prints
3-2

Experimental Prints
3-2

Experimental Prints
3-4

. Experimental Prints 
3-4 .
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m m  4
learning to Develop Film 

Boferenoes
1* Isataan Kodak Company. Developing. Printing, and En

larging. Oh. I. "Film Developing."
2. Ansoo. Developing and Printing Made Easy, pp. 8-20.
3. Bemsohn, A. and Berneoito, D. Developing. Printing.

and Enlarging, pp. 9-16.
4. Heblette, C.B., Brehm, F.V/. and Priest, E.l. Elementary

Photography, pp. 37-43*
5. Miller, Thoms H. a M  Brwaitt, W. This is Photograph.

pp. 59-66.
6. McCoy, J.L., Jr. Good Pictures, pp. 42-44.
7* Abbott, Bernice. A Guide to Better Photography, pp. 37- 
' 42. ""
8. U.S. Camera. Everybody1s Photo Course, pp. 30-33*
9. V/ar Department Technical Manual Ho. 1-219. Basic Pho

tography (Army), pp. 9-11*

Subject Matter
4-1. Introduction

In this unit, intended for the beginner in photography, 
only those details for the production of printable nega
tives will be given. Mono of the refinements which the 
student will add to his equipment as ho progresses are men
tioned in this unit• Thus the student will find the steps 
outlined here have reduced to the lowest point possible the 
equipment necessary to turn a roll of film into a roll of
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negatives.
fh© student should not expeot the first roll of film 

he processes to he the beat of mhioh he is capable. Per
fection of the process of turning film into negatives will 
depend largely upon how the amateur applies himself. The 
first requisito in film developing is obviously a roll of 
exposed film. For the beginner, the ortho or chrome typo 
of film is desirable. The trade names for this typo of 
film ore Yerichrome (Eastman Kodak), and Pleneohrome 
(Anseo).

An easy method in distinguishing the different types 
of film is to observe the safety paper wrappings around the 
film. If the color on the outside of the paper is red, you 
may be sure it is an qrthoohromatic film. If the paper is 
green, it is a panchromatic film. In determining just . 
which safelight to use in film developing, remember to use 
a red safelight when the paper wrapping is red and a green 
safelight when a green wrapping is used.

4-2. Materials in Film Developing
Two clothespins of the spring type, or two spring-type 

metal clips made ©specially for film developing, should be 
obtained. In addition to three trays or soup plates and 
a thermometer, the student will require a dark room lamp. 
This may be a ruby red incandescent bulb. A clock will bo 
useful to check your developing, but is not absolutely
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necessary at this time. The solutions nesessary to de
velop film are developer, short stop, and fixing hath.

The first step is to dissolve the chemicals in vzater 
strictly in accordance with the directions on the package. 
The beginner will fare as well with a tube or package of 
I'-Q, (Motol-Quinol) developer as with any other product*
The cost for a tube is about five cents. In addition, the 
amateur will need a fixing bath (hypo). This also costs 
only a few cents. Four to five ounces of acid hypo fixing 
bath will adequately fix one roll of film before exhaust
ing itself. Throw this bath away after using once, as it 
will be exhausted. The developer bath need not be thrown 
away after use. The instructions on the tube of developer 
will disclose how many rolls of film can be processed with 
a single tube of developer. The developing solution should 
be stored in a dark colored bottle. Write your name on a 
label and the word "film developer” if you wish to store 
your bottle in the film room.

The developer and acid fixing bath should be mixed 
and allowed to cool to room temperature before using* Do 
not let anyone lead you into believing that this tempera
ture factor is not important. As you progress you will 
learn more about temperatures, but for the beginner obser
vation of the instructions given here will be sufficient*
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4-3. White Lir̂ ht Out - Safeli^lit On
Put out all lights except the red lamp. Open the 

roll of exposed film and clip the end of the film to the 
clip. Let the loose end with the clip hang down, and con
tinue to unroll the film until you come to the ond. Free 
the second end of the film from the paper Seeking, and at
tach the second clip.

Arrangement of Trays

Developer Water Fixing
Bath

Holding a clip in each hand, move the film from end 
to end through the water which is contained in the niddlo 
tray. Note that the film has a natural curl, both from end 
to end. and across. Hold the film so that both curls are 
upward or toward you. The purpose of this is to soften the 
emulsion and eliminate the possibilities of air bubbles and 
streaks in developing. It also makes the film pliable and 
easy to handle. A half dozen movements through tho water 
will bo sufficient.
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4-4. The Developer
Sow the film is run tlirough the developer. The stu

dent will observo that the film soon begins to darken, 
and that the borders surrounding the photograph stand out 
sharply. If the film is held up to the saf©light, th® 
amateur will observe that an image is forming on each 
film frame. If the amateur will examine the reverse side 
of the film by reflected red light (that Is, merely turn 
the film over in the developing tray), he will note that 
some parts of the film are much lighter than others and 
the image can be made out on the reverse side. The amateur 
will learn by experience how to judge the extent of the de
velopment; but frequent examination, about every 15 sec
onds, will enable one to observe what takes place.

Be sure that the film la not held in one position for 
too long, otherwise development will be uneven. Many ex
perienced photographers lift the film out of the developer 
completely and glance at. the back. Do not stop develop
ment at this point, but continue to run the film back and 
forth through the developer until these light images which 
were first formed disappear and you get more or less of an 
even ’’greyness" with the images scarcely discernible when 
the back of the film is examined while the red light falls 
upon it. If the film is held up to the light and looked 
through, the negative will be found crisp and sharp.



4-5• The Water Short Stop
At this point the film is lifted from the developer, 

allowed to drain for a moment, and then run through, the 
water hath six times to remove moot of the developing solu
tion# _

4-6. The Fixing Bath
How transfer the film to the fixing hath in the third 

tray, and run it through the hypo until the film is com
pletely clear. The borders of the film should be as trans
parent as a sheet of glass. Depending upon the strength 
of the hypo, this operation will take about 5 minutes.
Torn can turn on the white light after the film has been in 
the hypo for $ minutes.

4-7. Washing the Film
Many methods for washing the film will suggest them

selves to the student. Some workers spread the film by 
clipping it to the sides of a dishpan# The water does not 
have to hit the film or run fast. Remember, in washing 
the film there is a chemical reaction between the hypo and 
the silver loose in the film and the water. Some people 
think a fast stream of water will do a faster job. This 
is absolutely untrue. The amateur must always remember 
that the inside of the film (toward which it curls) con
tains the sensitive emulsion# This portion must not be
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scraped or fingered. The back of the film, however, will 
tolerate reasonable handling.

After the film has been washed for about 20 minutes, 
it is removed from the water and hung up to dry. A clip 
is attached to the bottom of the film, and at the top the 
clip is attached first to a suitable support and then to 
the film. Make sure the film is hung so that it will not 
strike the wall or any objects. Rather than take a chance 
with scratching the film with a wot sponge or chamois, 
most beginners will be content to shake off as much water 
as possible before hanging up tho film.

Later, as you become more adept at developing, you 
may clock your operations, using the time and temperature 
method. Naturally, you will go in for refinements to per
fect your technique. However, as stated in the beginning • • ’ ’
of this unit, here we are concerned only with the most 
essential operations in developing a roll of film.

Experiments
4-l» PevelonlnR Orthoehromatie Roll Film

Objectivet The purpose of this experiment is to de
velop a roll of ortboohromatio film, emphasizing only the 
most essential aspect® of film developing.

Materials; " •
1. A roll of exposed orthoohromatic film, or a sheet of 

orthoohromatio out film
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2* Ruby red saf ought
3, Three traya
4. to® tub© M.Q. doveleiwr
5# 1’our ounoe® of fixing bath (1*5)
6* Tx?o clips

Procedure: You have watched the instructor develop
a roll of film, and if you have read your references you 
should have little difficulty in developing your film.

After you have developed and hung your film, have the 
instructor grad® your work.

4-2. . Test. Fundamentals of Film Developing
Objective; To determine if you have learned the fun

damentals of film developing*
Materials: 8£ x 11 notebook paper, and pencil or pen.
Procedure: Answer the following questions. If you

have any difficulty, refer to your reading references. 
Questions:

1. Why is film put through a water bath before it is put 
- through the developing bath?

2* Orthoohronatio film can be handled under what kind of safalight?
3* Why is film developed?
4. What happens when film is developed?
5. How is film development controlled?:
6. What happens when the development time is lengthened?



7» sTb&t happens when the development t jUae is sliorteneA?
8, What Is the effeet of temperature oa development?
9. What Is the effect of agitation, on film development?, 

10# What is fixing the film?
11# Hov; soon is It safe to look at negatives after they 

have been put into the fixing bath?
12.,Hoy/"long-should film be washed?
13# Why is slow-running v/ater necessary v/hen washing films?
14. What is the recommended temperature in developing film?
15* How can you determine which side of the film contains 

the image?
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SEEf 5
Chemloals that Make Pictures 

Beferenoea ,
1* Heblette, C«B.v Brehm, F.W. and Priest, l.L# Elementary 

Photography, pp, 6-7» 101-120.
2. War Department Teehnleal Manml No. 1-219. Basic

Photography (Army), pp. 12-26.
3. Germain, M. Darkroom Handbook and Formulary, pp. 23-28.

Subject Matter
$-1. History

The discovery that a picture could be given a short 
exposure and then have its latent image developed into a 
permanent visible image started the ball rolling. The 
actual discovery attributed to Daguerre, a Frenchman, in 
1839 took place under dramatic circumstances. Daguerre 
placed an exposed silver plate in a cupboard, and the next 
morning he found he had a fully-developed picture. He 
found that some mercury that he accidently had spilled in
to the cracks of the floor sent its vapor upward and pro
duced a positive image. This become the first practical 
developer*

Since then photographers have been exposed to every 
possible type of formula that the photographic portion of 
the brain of man can conceive. Some of these concoctions 
are logical and practical, but many are pure nonsense.
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5-2. Purpose of a Developer
lake purpose of any developer Is to develop the latent 

Image. In almost every Instance it does this by reducing 
to silver the grains of silver bromide v/liieh have been 
touched by light. Essentially there is little difference 
between paper and film developers. Paper developers are 
usually more active and a bit more concentrated than film 
developers, so if a paper developer is used for film we 
can expect increased contrast. Vice versa, fine grain de
velopers designed for film v/ill not work when applied to 
prints. Tharefore. developers should be used only for th# 
purpose for which they are designed. , -

Almost all developers contain certain basic substances 
and these are: ; - :v:- . . < ■ ■ - - -
1. A developing agent, the chemical that actually does the

work (Elon-aetol).
2. A preservative, the substance which prevents the bath

from destroying Itself (Sodium sulfite),
3. An accelerator, the chemical-which speeds up the process

of development, usually an alkali (Sodium carbonate).
4. A restrainer, a retarding chemical which stops the de

veloper from going too far (Potassium bromide).
Let us take each of these in turn and observe the ef

fect when working with an experimental developer•

Experiments
5-1. The Developing Agent

Objective: The general objective of this unit is to
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determine from observation the effect that some chemicals 
have on the latent image. As the experiments progress, 
the specific action of each chemical will be noted.

Practically all of the .developing agents used today 
are derived = in one=may or another from coal tar. Some of 
the more popular ones are Metol, Hydroquinone» Amidol, 
Glydin, and Paraphenylene Biamcne, Elon is the Eastman 
Kodak trade name for Metol4 :

The most popular developers in use today are the first 
two, Elon and fiydroquinone, and these are generally used 
together for reaaons that will soon be explained* To un
derstand thoroughly the working of a typical M.Q. developer, 
as it is called, let us prepare the following solution:

v/atcr.............. 3 ounces
Elon............... 5 grams
Sodium carbonate... 5 grams

Expose a sheet of contact printing paper, ouch as Azo 
er Apex, under a negative and place it in this solution.
If the exposure has been correct, only after a long time 
will the first signs of a picture begin to appear. So far 
the printing-out process seems to have an advantage. Evi
dently a successful developer needs more than just a de
veloping agent to work.

5-2̂ . The Accelerator
Interesting things will happen if the least bit of an 

alkaline substance is added to the solution. Almost
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jbasieaiately the developing agent wakes up, and then motion 
ooours.To the solution of Experiment 5-1, let us add-the 
following ohemieal to make It alkalino:
• Sodium oarbonato..... 300 grains (dissolve well).
. -Again expose a. sheet of contact printing papor under 

the same negative and place it in the experimental bath* 
Almost.immediately the latent image on the printing paper 
starts to develop vigorously. Mow we can readily see why 
this chemical is called the accelerator. Printing papers 
are coated with a gelatin emulsion, and gelatin has a ten
dency to swell in the presence of an alkaline substance.
Of course, when the gelatin swells it allows the lion to 
get into its pores and then development begins*

While this explanation has been taking place, the de
veloper turned brown* The accelerator, while absolutely 
necessary in the developing bath, caused the developing 
agent to destroy itself by oxidation, and that is the rea
son for the brown color* Under these conditions, it will 
continue to get darker and thus become worthless. Mow 
we need some substance which has a greater appetite for 
oxygen, so much so that it will snatch it away before the 
developing agent has a chance to got it. Discard this bath 
when you have completed Experiment 2.
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The Preservative
fortunately there is stash a chciaioal. Sodium sulphite 

combines with large quantities of oxygon, and in so doing 
becomes sodium sulphate. While this is happening, the oxy
gen will not get a chance to get to the developing agent.
In this way sodium sulphite acts as a preservative. The 
third experimental developer can now be prepared using 
this knowledge:

Water,........... 8 ounces
lion..............  25 grains
Sodium sulphite ...300 grains 
Sodium carbonate...300 grains

Using the same negative, let us make another print and 
place it in this bath. Things occur quite successfully 
now. The image starts to develop into quite a decent look
ing print, but another defect becomes apparent after the 
print is allowed to develop for awhile. The image picks 
up in density, but keeps right on going until fog sets in, 
and the whites start to take on a greyish color. In a 
very short time the entire print will turn into a solid, 
smooth black. I t  the print is snatched from the bath be- 
fore thls/grint^ls reached, the picture has a general over
all flat appearance.

5-^. The Brake
What the developer really needs now is something which 

will act as a discriminator between the exposed areas and
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the xmoxposea seotlon," Fortunately there is just such a 
chemical. Any bromide will act as a brake on the speed of 
the developer, altfaw*^ potassium bromide is generally 
used. T o make the fourth ozperin^ntal developer, now add 
100 grains of potassim bromide to the developer used in 
Experiment 5~J« complete formula should now read as
follovra:  ̂ V,,;

Water .............. 8 ounces
Elon................ 25 grains
Sodium sulphite.....300 grains
Sodium carbonate....>00 grains 
Potassium bromide,..100 grains; ; -

This is the normal amount of bromide necessary in this 
bath to produce successful results! How expose another 
print and place it in the experimental developer. This 
time the results should be perfect. The print will -have 
the usual snag that is so characteristic of the developing 
process. :Vv' ;

la the modern developer, however, potassium bromide : 
performs a double function, lot only does it act as the 
restrainer or brake on the speed of a developer, but It 
also can bo made to'eontrol the contrast. This later char
acteristic indirectly controls the color or tone of the 
image. ■ ' '• ,

5-5• Changing the Image Tone ^ ' ■ ;:x‘
Add 5 mire grams of potassium bromide to the developer 

used in Experiment 5-̂ .. This developer is now a little



slower, and tho resulting prints will have a different 
image tone, (See Subject Matter 2-4, p. 36.)

The longer a picture is left in a developer, the great
er its contrast becomes. In order to develop a print be
yond the normal time and take advantage of this rule, we 
add more bromide to the developer. Since this bromide pre
vents the developer from attacking the light areas of the 
picture, we may leave prints in until the dark areas have 
reached the degree of contrast wanted. Since additional 
bromide slows up the developer, the bath will form fine 
grains of silver on the developing image. This causes the 
characteristic warm tones which prints have when developed 
in a portrait formula.

The experimental developer usod as an example through
out this discussion contained lion as the developing agent. 
Various formulas uso different developing agents, and some 
are strikingly opposite in their reactions, Elon will pro
duce negatives of extreme delicacy with excellent shadow 
detail.

Often we want more contrast than the usual amount of 
lion will produce. Hydroquinone will give a tremendous 
amount of contrast in a picture in a very short time. 
However, when hydroquinone is used alone as the developing 
agent, some lack of shadow detail will be noticed. To 
overcome this defect, we resort to the trick of blending

79



noro than'one developing agent. Thus In the very popular
-.... . ■ ■ - ■ ■; . ; - ,
M,Q.e developers, varying amounts of Elon and Hydroquinono 
are nized together with the usual preservative, restrainer, 
and so forth, formulas aro: Defender 55D, Eastman D52,
^ 2 ,  and A^Ta 40* ,: ̂ . -: " . r ' -

A developer will quite naturally become exhausted 
after it has been used for awhile« Whenever a print or 
negative is developed, it leaves complex chemicals behind 
irtiieh poison the bath and lesson its making efficiency, 
Fresh developer is a "must* if good work is to be the re
sult.
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General Information
1. Use the same normal type negative in all of the experi

ments in this section. Be sure to -place then in the - 
fixing bath for the required time.

2. Be sure.that your name and period are written in pencil
on the back of every print# :  ̂ ;

3. Use the saa© contact printer on all experiments, ■
4. Hount your prints with gummed paper or staples in the

correct boxes at the back of this unit. Also write 
Iwlow each plcturo the exposure time and the formula 
of the developing solution.

Experiment Ho. 1
Make acontact print in the experimental developer Ho, 1. 
Bote the long exposure necessary to produce even a faint print, •



Experiment No, 2A 
Add ttde ‘ifateH’ amount of sodium oarbonate to the hath 
used In Experiment No, 1. Halco another oontaot print, 
using the same exposure time. Note now how the
comes out*

Experiment Ho. 2B
Make a oontaot print in a hath which contains no .re
strainer • ITse the mam® hath as found in Experiment 
Mo. 2A except here make an attempt to got a very con
trasting picture. Notice what happens.

Experiment No. 3
Adding tEe preservative chemical to the developer re
sults in what type of print? Is fog present in your 
print? i/hat does the preservative do to the hath?

Experiment Ho. &
1. Determine the exposure and developing time to turn out 

a normal print. Write this information down, as you 
will need it for this experiment» Vie will call this 
print Ho. 3 in this experiment.

2. Now expos® three more prints for the same length of time 
to turn out a normal print.

3« Before you develop these prints, write on their backs 
the exposure time and the time in seconds that you plan 
to develop each print. Follow this idea in developing 
the prints. The first print Ho. 1 should be developed 
in 10 seconds less than print Mo. 3* The second print 
No. 2 should bo developed 5 seconds less than No. 3.
The Ho. 4 print should be developed 1$ seconds more than Ho. 3.
Example: No* 1 No. 2 No. 3 Ho. 410 see.less 5 sec.less ? 1$ soo.more
Mount this group.of pictures, when dried, in the graph 
titled .Experiment No. 4*

Experiment Ho. 5
Add  ̂more grams of potassium bromide to the experi
mental developer No. 4* Follow the same procedure as 
in Experiment Ho, 4. Ifeke four contact prints. What 
are the differences between each set of pictures due
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to th@ addition of potassium bromide and the longer developing time?
Mount this group of pictures, when dried, In tho graph 
titled Experiment Ho. 5* .
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Ho, 1 M *  2k

Time exposure: 
Developer: Time exposure:

Developer:

Ho. 2B . No. 3

Time exposure:
Developer: Time exposure: 

Developer:



axperlnent No. 4 

Print Ho. 1

Print Ho. 2

Print Mo. >

Print Ho
Time of devel
opment in 
seconds

Experiment Mo. 4Developer:



Sxperlnent No. ^

Print No* 1

Print No. 2

Print No. 3

Print Ho
Time of (level-:
©pmnt In 
seeonds . .

Experiment No. 5
Developer:
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W I  T 6
Mvemcoa Film Developing

R©f@reneea
1. Miller, Thoms H. and Brmamitt, W. This is Photog

raphy, pp, 66-77•
2m Collins, Frederick A. The Amateur Photographer1s 

HaMhook, pp. 249-2637"
3* Morgan, Willard D, and Lester, Henry M, Graphic Gra- 

fler Photography, pp. 10-15#
4. Meblette, O.B., &?ehm, F.W. and Priest, E.L. ,Elemen

tary Photography, pp. 110-122.
5» War Department Technical Manual MAVPE^-10371* Photog

raphy. Vol. I, (Navy), pp. 191-220.
6. Mees, C.E.K. The Fundamentals of Photography, pp. 50- 

72.
7. Mortimer, F.J. Wall’s Diet ternary of Photography, p p.191-203. • — - :---
8. War Department Technical Manual No. 1-219. Basic Pho

tography. (Army), pp. 168-186.
9. Berber, P.L. Make Your Pictures Singl. pp. 59-83.

10. Meblette, C.B. Photography. Its Principles and Prac
tice. pp. 531-$5̂ . ■"'

11. Wall, E.J. Photographic Facts and Formulas, pp. 53-110.
12. Kenney, Keith and Dudley, Beverly. Handbook of Photog

raphy, pp. 351-411.
13. Harvey, Harold. "Development." Complete Photographer.

pp. 1242-1300. (This is an excellent article cover- 
ing the field of fiilm development.)

14. Morgan, Willard and Lester, Henry M. Photo-Lab-Inder.
(The entire book is an excellent reference source.)



Subject Matter
6-1• Procedure in Film Developing

Take the tem pera tu re  of your solutions. Let the water 
run out of the sink faucet for a minute before taking the 
temperature. The best temperature to develop film is 70°
F. Very rarely will the temperature of the sink r in s e  

w a te r be e ve r 75° F. However, if either the rinse water 
e r  any of the solutions has a temperature over 75° F* #
it should be cooled down to 70® F. If there is a great

• , . 1
difference between your solutions in temperature, retrieu-
lation of the emulsion will take place and ruin the film.

■' - • ■The best method for advanced students to use In film de- 
veloping la the time and temperature method, with constant 
agitation for brilliant negatives.

In order to determine the length of time needed to de
velop film, we must first find the temperature of the solu
tions. After yeu have determined the temperature, the 
time necessary to develop the film may be found on a time 
and temperature chart. These charts may bo found in vari
ous reference books. However,, the best source of informa
tion is the book Photo-Lab-Index by Henry M. Lester and 
Willard Morgan.

You will notice on the various charts that the Slow 
speed films develop more rapidly than the high speed films. 
Be careful in reading the charts. Look for these items:
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tho name of the film and type (out or roll), naim of de
veloper, constant or Intermittent agitation, and the tem
perature recommended.

In developing high-speed, out films sueh as Super Pan 
Press, Super XX, and Trl S Pan, the following times arc 
recommended for the various temperatures. If you follow 
these time charts carefully you will get good negatives. 
However, if your "negatives are over-exposed or under
exposed, they will show those characteristics, You must 
then take steps to correct your future exposures in taking 
pictures,' " -

6-2, Time-Temperatur o for DZ 60a
; Time-Temperature Chart for DK 60a 

for High-speed Cut Film

65® P* 70° F. 
75° F.

65® F. 
70° F* 
75° F*

Constant
Agitation

k

min,
#

Intermittent 
(every 2 min.)

8 min.
6 "
U  rt

Time-Tesrperature Chart for DK 60a 
for Modiuia-spoed Cut Films

4 min. 5 min.
3h " 4 ”
2h " 3 11

6-3. High Temperature Developing
In Arizona where the temperature of our solutions 

and rinse water often goes over the recommended degree and
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we sometimes d© not have any means of lowering the temper
ature of our solutions and rinse water, wo can add sodium 
sulfate to our developer in order to develop the films.
% For temperatures from 75° to 90° F., add 100 grains 
of sWlum sulfate (desicoated) to eaeh liter (32 os*) of 
developing solution. The developer solution should he 
stirred while sodium sulfate is added, and the stirring 
continued until it is dissolved eompletely, The develop
ing time should now he the same as-if the temperature wore 
70 F> - . "
; After developmnt, the film should he rinsed in 

water for a few seeontis. Ifthe temperature is over 80° F . 
or if the film seems soft, omit the.water rinse and put 
the film directly into the SB-4 hardening bath. The SB-4 
hardening hath should always be fresh. The film should he 
constantly agitated for the first minute, and then left in 
the hath for 3 minutes. If you do not agitate the film 
when first put into this bath. It will become streaked and 
stained.

After treatment in the hardening bath, the film should 
then be fixed and the hardening completed in the fixing 
bath P-5* Yho film should remain in the fixing bath for 
at least 10 minutes, but not over 20 minutes.



6-4. Washing tho film;
®h,e film:should ho i7ashed for 15 to 20 rainutGa. If 

the temperature is over - 80°. F ., a 10-minute washing will 
be sufficient. If the film seems to be getting soft, take 
it out of the water and let dry. You can wash it again at 
a later date. " % ; - ■ ■v< * - -■: :  .

Before hanging up the film to dry, it should be held 
under a small stream of water and wiped very gently with 
a moist cotton to remove any soum or loose matter. Film 
may then be shaken lightly to get rid of the surplus water 
and hung up to dry. All films must be carefully "sponged" 
under a small stream of water, otherwise mourn may dry on 
the film and leave a stain which cannot be removed.

6-5• Magnification in Diameters
. j In photography we w H l  often hear the term "magnifi
cation in diameters." It is generally used to mean the 
ratio of size betwsen ^ e  enlarged, image and the negative. 
For example, an enlargement of tvm - diameters means that a 
lino in the negative which measures 1 inch long would bo 2 
inches long in•the print.

Experiments
6-1. Developing Cut Film

Objective: fo learn how to develop panchromatic
sheet out film in tanks using cut-film holders and the
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time and temperature system.
latroduotion: Bead your references, especially the

article by Joseph B. Washburn in Complete Photographer, 
pages 1297-1300.

Materials: -
1. Two sheets of exposed but film of an object, person,

or scene
2. Developer 2K~6Cto.
3. Short stop SB-4
4. Eixing Irnth P-5
5. Two cut-film hangers
6. Thermometer
7. Clock
8. Safellght (Watten series No. 3)

Procedure: (See Subject Matter 6-1, Procedure in
Film Developing, pp. 87-88.)

6~2, Test. Fundamentals of Advanced Film Developing 
Objective: To determine if you have learned the

fundamentals of advanced film developing.
Materials: 8^ x 11.notebook paper, and pencil or pen.
Procedure: Answer the following questions. Write

legibly and be careful in your choice of words. You may 
use any text or reference book if you need aid. Do not 
copy answers word for word from, any reference book. Ex
plain in your own words.
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OBestlonai
1* \7hat is negative grain?
2. H oy; can we avoid coarse grain In oar piotures?
3. How can we develop film at a high temperature (85° F«)?
4» Potassium oltroiao. alum. and. potassium alum both harden 

gelatin. However, each affects it in a different 
manner. What is this difference?

5# W a t  effect does sodium sulfate have upon film when 
developing?

6. Why is f ilia coated with gelatin on the back side?
7* Should negatives be dried quickly by the use of heat? 

Give your reasons.
8. Explain the term "high-speed .film.M
9. Haiae 3 high-speed films.

10. How long Y«’ould you develop a high-speed film, using 
developer DlC-60a,. if the. temperature were'105° F.?
Use the time-temperature chart. .

6-2* Fine Grain Developing .
Objective: To learn how to develop a roll of film,

using a reel and a film tank. In addition, to learn the 
principles of fine grain developing.

Introductions Read all references. The articles;by 
Harold Harvey, "Development - Fine Grain," in Complete Pho
tographer. pages 1257-1297, is excellent.

Materials:
1, One roll of exposed film
2. Fine grain developer (see the instructor)
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3. ■Shortstop
4. Fixing teth
5. Thermonmtsr
6♦ Ruler, pen, and ink
7* Magnifying glass

o \ ‘ ■
Procedure:

1, Obtain from th® instructor a roll of film which is used
for students to practice film winding in daylight* 
Practice until you aro confident you can load your 
own film onto the reel in the dark.

2. Develop your film, using the time-temperature system.
3« Cut off any one of the negatives you wish, and draw a

line exactly 1/2 inch long on the hack side. Insert 
this negative into the enlarger and project an image 
onto a white sheet of paper until the line you drew 
measures 2 1/2 inches long and the negative in in 
focus. Remember. the image must he in focus.and the 
lino measure; S 1/2 inches long*

4* Make a print from this negative, and paste it in your 
manual, (p. 94).

5. Obtain from the instructor a negative. Draw a line
exactly 1/2 inch long on the beck side of this nega
tive* Repeat the process as in Step 3, using the 
same contrast number of paper and surface. Dry and 
mount this print next to the one you made in Step 3*

6. Compare both enlargements very carefully; you may use a
''magnifying .glass if you wish. Look for these characteristics:
a. Rang® of tones from black to white
b. Amount and size of grain 
d. Degree of sharpness 7

7. Report to your instructor for a brief oral examination.
Here is a sample of the questions you will be asked* 
Before reporting, make sure you know not only how 
to do fine grain developing, but why you follow 
certain procedures.
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Questions:
1. V(hy Is fine grain developing done in a tank using a

reel?
2. What are some of the advantages of fine grain develop-
- Ing? r, : : . - ■ : • * ;, /

3. What are some of the disadvantages of fine grain devel
oping?

4. What type of enlarger do you prefer in order to produce
V a print lowing the least amount of grain? '
5. What effect does temperature have upon grain size?
6. How m a y  mgnifleatloa in diameters was each negative

enlarged?
7. Were both negatives developed in fine grain developer?

Experiment 6-3 
Fine Grain

' ;: "

Experiment 6-Ji
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mm  7
Raold Prooesaing and grtetlng

Referenees
1. War Department Technical Kaatal Ho. 1-219 • Baolo Pho

tography (Army), pp. 186-188.

Subject Matter
7-1• Rapid Processing of Film

Frequently the photographer is ashed to take and pro-• • '
eess pletures In the shortest possible time. Warfare, spot 
news, accidents, and crime detection demand pletures by
rapid processing.

ReqMir-gffqnta IfiS fllB&d 2ggaMS,.|flgt
1. Planning arrangements In dark room so that unnecessary

operations are eliminated.
2. Preparation of special solutions so that time required

for essential processing steps is reduced to a mini
mum.

3. Solutions used for processing should be standard form
ulas or contain chemicals which are readily available.

4. Rapid developers should not produce fog, have large loss
of emulsion speed, or show undue softening of gelatin 
during development. Fixing baths used must quickly 
produce-satisfactory fixation and hardening, yet al
low minimum washing time.

5* The quality of pictures produced by rapid processing 
should match as closely as possible those made by 
standard methods. Prints should not show spots, 
streaks, fog, stains, or mottling. 6

6. The negative and print images should be reasonably per
manent. ■ . .
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7. Results obtained, should bo readily reproducible, even 
under adverse condition#.

7-2. Methods of Rapid Processing
Many methods of rapid processing aro discussed in 

photographic literature. Most of these deal with rapid 
development only. Little attention la paid to fog, emul
sion speed loss, softening of gelatin, effect on fixation 
or photographic quality. In many cases the effects of de
velopment slow down fixation, washing and drying processes. 
In rapid processing the total time for processing, and not 
just development, la important. The final criterion should 
be quality with speed#

Good methods for rapid development Include:
1. Working at elevated temperatures, 90-95° F., to speed

up reactions, as with 0-9,
2. Using developing agents with high activity coefficients

in strong alkaline solutions. These formulas usu
ally contain hydroquinon® or catechol and sodium 
hydroxide, as D-9, D-8.

3. Concentrated developer solutions, usually of the M-Q
type, D-82, D-19, 0-72.

4» Use of two bath developers, SD-6 or Agfa Rapid Processing. 5
5. Us® of fresh standard formulas of optimum concentrations, 

as D-72.
Methods 3, 4, 5 produce good photographic quality. 

Method Ho. 5 is satisfactory where a single solution is re
quired and a wide range of conditions is encountered.
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7-3. Rapid ProcosoiR?: FrocedugG
She m t & o &  herewith recoisscnded is' tho result of con- 

experlmemtutlozi with' different filn omuls iono end 
forsoles unior a v-ldo variety of conditions, xor both 
quality and speed» the formulas saonostod neve the boat 
results.

Rapid Dovclonaont;
1* Fill: developer D-72, an developer. Is chosen beemiso 

It produces a good quality negative under a wide 
range of temperature conditions. Tilth nost emulsions 
the developor can bo used without dilution. Satis
factory images arc obtained in 30-60 seconds at 
regular temperatures (65w70° F.) with normal expo
sures, if filn Is agitated continuously.

2. Short atop. The chroma alun-bioiOfito bath is used be
cause it sets.the golatln in about 30 seconds. At 
low temperature# a 1| per cent acetic acid bath m y  
bo used for $ seconds.

3. Fils fining bath. As moot pictures are nado by projec
tion, it is necessary to fix film: in on acid- 
hardening'fixing bath to withstand heat, The ohroso 
olun, sal soda, bisulfite, hypo bath (Lowo 26) pro
duces satisfactory fixation and hardening in about 75 seconds, - /

4. 1-iln. mshlng. Rinse filn In running water for 15 sec
onds, or pit!co In 3 ohangoa of water for 5 secondseach. ■ ■ ■

5# Film drying, for most -rapid work, a wot negative Mieuld 
W  used for projection or contact printing, nega
tives- -my .be dried quickly by removing oxoens water, 
then itacaorsing tho negative in. an SO per cent alcohol bath for 1 ainuto, removing excess alcohol 
and placing negative In carbon tetrachloride for 30 seconds, then - drylns in a strenn. of sir for 1 minute.

Han Id Print liKM
1. Projection, r-ponge or squeone oxoons m i s  tore Xros, wet 

negative, Place ne^tlve In negative holder,aM
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compose picture* Place paper on easel and expose•
2* Contact printing* Place moist negative with base down 

on blotter, superimpose a thin sheet of celluloid or 
Kodalold over emulsion, and remove excess water with 
squeegee or roller. Dry back of negative and outer 
face of Kodaloidw Place negative with Koctaloid cover 
in printing frame, or on contact printer, and make 
prints as usual. The purpose of the Kod&loid Is to 
keep paper emulsions from becoming wet and sticking 
during exposure.

3. Paper developer. Develop paper in D-?2, 1:1, for about 
30 seconds with agitation. Stronger developer may 
fog.

4* Paper short stop. Rinse.prints in 3 per cent sodium bi
sulfite or Ig per cent acetic acid for 5 seconds.

5. Paper fixing bath. For rapid hardening as well as fixa
tion, fix prints in P-5 for 10 seconds at 70* F.

6. Print washing. Hold prints in running water for 15 sec
onds, or in 5 rinse baths for 3 seconds eaeh. 7 8 9

7. Squeegee off excess water, and soak print in 80 per cent
alcohol for 10 seconds.

8. Blot off excess alcohol.
9. Allow print to lie on ferrotype plate or flat surface

until picture is dried on electric dryer*
The total time of these operations should not exceed 

4 minutes and 30 seconds*
Supplementary Treatment of Negatives: Where pictures

are valuable and negatives are to bo kept, it is necessary 
that negatives bo refixed for about 5 minutes and rewashed 
for about 10 minutes before filing, if permanent images are 
desired*
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Condeagcd Sohedul® of Operations:
1. Develop negative D-72 It0 at 70® F. .. .. .. .. 45 see.
2. Hina® negative in G~7* 30 n
3. Fix negative in L-26........................... 75 "
4. V'ash negative........................... 15 "
5s Sponge and plaee negative in wet negative

holder... ....................... ........... 5 "
6. Compoae picture and place paper on easel....... 5 n

7. Escpose paper................................... 5 "
8. Develop print in D-72 1:1 at 70® F ..........  30 «
9. Rinse print in SBHS...............    5 "

10. Fix print in F-5.......   10 n
U .  Yfash print*...............     15 "
12. Imcaerse print in 80 per cent alcohol.*......... 10 "
13. Blot print...........................   15 "
14. Allow print to dry on flat surface

4 min. 15 see.

Experiments
7-1. A Rush Job

Objective: The purpose of this project is to become
acquainted with methods of rapid processing, and to give 
first-hand experience in making pictures by rapid process
ing.

1 8 9 1 2 2
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1. Developer D-72 Metric

: Water (125° te-Sa0 0.)......... . W  w .
Eloa.......................... 3.1 gcis.

V rSodiuei:.sulfite, desiccated....... 45 ”
Hydroqulnone..................... 12 ”

. .. . Sodium oaribiMiat@. 6 7 * 5  ** 
Potassium bromide................ 1.9 n

v Water to make.................... 1 liter
2. Shwt stop C-7 (film)
* . Water.............   500 eo.

Chrome alum...................... 10
Sodium bisulfite........    10 gm.

3. Short atop SB-6 (film and paper)
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•. Water............................ 500 oo.
Sodium b i s u l f i t e . ^ . 15

4. Fixing bath L-26 (Lowe-26) (film)
Water..................   600 oo.
Sodium thiosulfate (hypo)........ 240 gm.
iunimonium c h l o r i d e . . . . . . . . . . 50 n

...Chrome alum...... .. .. ......... 15 "
Sodium bisulfite................. 25 "
Water to make........   1 liter

5. Fixing bath F-5 (film and paper)
Water (125° F.-52® 0.)........... 600 oo.

' Sodium thiosulfate............... 240 gm.
Sodium sulfite................... 15 n
Acetio aoid, 28 per oeat......... 48 oo.
Berio aoid....................... 7-5 gni.
Potassium alum................... 15 gm.
Cold water to make. . . . . . . . . . .  1 liter
Materials:

1. Press film
2. Projection paper
3. Processing solutions
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4. The^meter
5. Timer
6. Negative holder
7. Kodalold sheet or Kodapao
8. Ana00 or Eastman Kodak Qatek Film Drier 
9♦ Sponge
10. Squeegee
11. Tong®
12. Dark room equipment

Prooedure:
1. Prepare solutions.
2. Arrange dark rocMj: plan operations.
3. Take two pietures of suitable news or notion subjeets.
4i As a preliminary test of rapid processing, develop one 

negative and make a print. Have partner time your 
operations. -

5* As soon as you are ready for speed trial, report to the 
instructor; ask him to time*you with watoh, return to 
dark roomg develop negative, make and dry print, and 
report back as quickly as possible.

6. Instructor will reoord total elapsed tin®.
7* Grade will be determined by quality of photography and 

speed of processing.
8. Reflx, wash, and dry negative.
9. Mount negative and print with processing data in folder

for reference.
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W H S
How to Mount a Print

; ' " ' .B@f er#m@##.. - , "
1. ̂ Kastman Kodak, How.to:Make Good .Pictureg« pp, 240-243.
2. War Department Teolinical 2?an.ual Ho. 1-219. Basic Fho-

topyaphy (Army). i>i>. 234-242.

Subject E’atter ' ;
8-1. Introduction

Wo all realize the importance of attractive packages 
for goods w® wish to sell the puMie, but pMtegr&pher# 
frequently forget that the finished print must be sold to 
someone, even if not for money. One of the most effective 
ways to soil a picture is to mount it attractively.

The standard mounting material is the 16 % 20 inchv * • t , , . .. .»
cardboard which is white on one side and cream colored on 
the other side. The colored mounts arc not acceptable be
cause they draw the main attention from the picture. Always 
mount a black-and-white and a blue-toned picture on the 
white side of the board. For sepia or warm brown-toned 
pictures use the cream side.

8*2. Rules in Mounting
There are certain rules which govern the mounting of 

a picture for salon or exhibition use. Ho matter what size 
the picture, the mounting board must always be 16 z 20 inches.
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, Margins: Th© first and fundamental rule Is to have
iaore epeeo below the print than at the top, no matter what 
its shape, (Se© Figure 2.) This arrangement Is more pleas
ing to the eye, and adds importance to the picture. Host 
to eonslder are the side margins. Vertical.prints slmuld 
here equal space at the sides and top. '

Horizontal Print#i Horizontal prints may be mounted 
on,horizontal or vertical mounts. - (See Figures 3 and 4.)
On vertical mounts the apace at the top should be larger 
than at the aides, to get away from the very large expanse 
of.empty mount at the bottom.. When put on horizontal mounts, 
the spacing: may have to be larger at the sides than at the 
top. ' . ; : : ' , : v . ■ : ' •; ; ,

Vertical Prints: Vertical prints should have more
space below ttmm at the top,. with equal margins at the sides 
and the - top. : . : rv- . ■ : . -  ̂ : - r % - .

High Key-Low Key Pictures: High-key or light-toned
pictures require narrower side margins than low-key or very 
ftark pictures. (See Figures 5 and 6.)

8-3. Optical Center Method.
W© are now ready to begin.to mount our print. The 

first thing to find is the optical center of the picture and 
of the mount. You find this by dividing the picture and 
mount into eight parts, as shown in Figure la. The method 
we use her© in centering is by using a piece of scrap paper
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the. same length of the mount • fold this pio ee of paper In
to eight parts. Plaee a light pencil mark near the edge of 
the mount,at the spot whore the third fold oeours. Next 
take a piece of paper the size of the length of the ploture 
and do the name thing#

After you have placed a light.pencil mark on the 
mount and the picture at the optical center, the next step 
is to ©enter the picture from side to side. Imke sure that 
the tvro marks indicating the optical centers are in lias 
with each other. {See figure lb.) ,

: »  then some to the step, of mounting the picture. 
There arc two ways that are permanent— e ither with rubber 
cement or unting tissue. W© use the mounting tissue be
cause it is the quickest and the best way to mount a pic
ture. The mounting tissue is tacked.onto the back of the 
print with a heating Iron. Only one layer of tissue is 
needed to make it stick to the mount. Don't let the iron 
become too hot or it will scorch,the picture. Have a pile 
of books or old magazines handy so that as soon as you 
withdraw the hot iron, you.can place these over the still- 
warm picture. Otherwise the mounting tissue, still being 
In a fluid state, will not hold the picture to the mount.
At this point you will notice that the edges of the picture 
curl up a bit. Mow turn the picture over and press it from 
the back. This will reverse the eurl of the edges and
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improve the appearance of Ida® print.
(Hie finishing touohes to give any work of art arc the 

title and the aigiiature of the artlut. The title appears 
on the munt slightly helow the left»haM corner of the 
: picture, and the" signature in the txxrr ® spoiling pda it ion 
at the right. The lettering should be simple, large 
;enough to be legible but not so large that the eye sees the 
title and signature "before the picture. The title and sig- 
: nature, -are .-usually - written in pencil. Although some photog- 
' raphers use pen and ink, it is not the accepted prooedur®,
: The plotiire should speak for itself.
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8-6. Examples
Fig. lbFig. la

—

3 -3 X...... . _3,o.c.

Picture on Mount

Mount Mount
-

Fig. 2 Fig. .3

- -
-x...... .o.c. «3 X..........oTc. 3...

Vertical Print — Horizontal Print -

- —
Mount — Mount
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' Fig. 4

X....... *3o.c.
Horizontal Print -

Mount

Fig. 6

*X........ .3.o O 
1

Light Print -

Mount

Fig. 5

3.< .'.3

Mount

Guide to Figure Chart
Fig. la Mounting board divided into 3 parts.Fig. lb Mounting board andvertical picture with optical centers meeting.Fig. 2 All vertical prints should have more space below than at top, with equal margins at sides and top.Fig. 3 & 4 Horizontal printsmay be put on horizontal or vertical mounts.Fig. 5 & 6 High-key prints require narrower margins than very dark ones.



Experiments
8-1 • Mounting n Vertical and a Horizontal Picture

Objective: The purpoae erf1 this e3y®rir»nt is to learn
how to mount a vertical pioturo and a horizontal picture, 
using the optical c$entor siotl^;

Hatoriala:
1. Mounting cardboard (obtain from the Instructor,)
2. Pioturo (any size)
3. Mounting tissue 
4* Electric iron
5« Oorap paper to cover picture 
6. Pencil

Procedure:
1, Ton liavo watched the instructor mount a picture using

the optical center method. Tills unit* v/ill provide 
good reference material in the futuro, if some ' 
points are not clear at that time.

2. #)unt a vertical picture and a horizontal picture for
a grade.



CHAPTER III :

5WJARY

Ctonoluslons end R©c$oasaendations
From this study na carried on, these oonoluslon® aoem 

justified. They are Indicated in aueeeedlng $mragratis.
1. larger classes eould be oocommodated using the 

experimental problem technique, plus the fact that the 
hl^i unit cost per student Is lowered.

2. individual differences were taken care of in that 
each individual worked at bin own level and speed. Individ
ual aid was given when the student needed It. While the 
investigator feels that Individual Instruction is the best 
method of teaching, the workbook method Is second best. It 
has proved Its worth during the past two years. The objec
tive of teaching young folks to think is aided by this 
technique. Student interest found more stimulation through 
the solving of real experimental problems, plus the fool
ing of competition among the students.

3. Further revisions need to be made on these units, 
even though they have been tested on the photography stu
dents at the Tucson Senior High School for two years.
Bore writing and clear thinking are needed on the subject 
of photography. Investigations need to be made into



other aspects of photography— -for example, elementary op
tics# ' - ■ " ‘ ' : - ■ ■

k« A survey of available literature dating back to 
the turn of the eentury ohovied that this is the first at
tempt to produce a workbook in photography for high school 
students. An abundance of material on the college level 
may be found, but it is definitely not for tho amateur of 
high school age. A few very elementary books are also to 
be found, but they are a handicap to the student in that 
they omit »Dre than they inform.

Suggestions for Further Study
A careful analysis of this problem reveals several 

important phases of study that should be investigated* The 
following problems aro indicative of such researoh: ’

1. A comparative study of school facilities for the 
teaching of photography.

2. Photographic dark room layout for schools.
3* The use of photography as an aid in teaching sci

ence. • ' .
Illustrated instruction sheets as a learning de

vice in photography.
5. Workbook in color photography for high school stu

dents.
6, Workbook In advanced photography for hl#i school 

students*
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7. Industrial art® ourrioulum study in photography.
8. Photography in an adult education program.
9* The organisation and activities of a camera club.
10. Photography as a vocation.
11. The need for training an adequate supply of photo

graphic worker®.
12. The need of instructing prospective and graduate 

teachers in the fundamentals of photography so they may be
come better advisors in school publications work.

1J# The need of instructing prospective and graduate 
teachers in order that they can make their own visual aids.
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